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okLrq nsork dh Lrqfr

vkse~ okLrks"irs izfrtkuhfg vLeku~]
Lokos'kks vuehoks Hkok u%A
;Rosegs izfrrUuks tq"kLo]

'kUuks Hko f}ins 'ka prq"insAA

bZ'kku dks.k dh Lrqfr
bZ'kkua ò"kHkk:<a f='kwya O;ky/kkfj.ke~A

'kjPPkUnzlekdkja f=us=a uhy d.Bde~AA

iwoZ fn'kk dh Lrqfr
,jkor xtk:<a Lo.kZo.kZ fdjhfVue~A
lgL=u;ua 'kØa otzikf.ka foHkko;sr~AA

vkXus; dks.k dh Lrqfr
lIrkfpZ"ka p fcHkzk.k & e{kekyk de.Myqe~A
Tokykekykdqya nsoa 'kfDr gLr Nxklue~AA

nf{k.k fn'kk dh Lrqfr
d`rkUr ef"klk:<a n.MgLra Hk;kude~A

dkyik'k /kjad`".ka /;k;sRnf{k.k fnDifre~AA

uS_R; dks.k dh Lrqfr
jDraus= 'kok:<a uhyksRiyny izHke~A

d`ik.kikf.kekRL=kS?ka ficUra jk{kls'oje~AA

if'pe fn'kk dh Lrqfr
ukxik'k/kja â"Va jDrkS?k |qfr foxzge~A

'k'kkaM+d ?koya /;k;sr~ o:.k edjklue~AA

ok;O; dks.k dh Lrqfr
vkihia gfj rPNk;a foyksy/ot/kkfj.ke~A
izk.kHkwra p Hkwrkuka ?k`f.kgLra lehfj.ke~AA

mŸkj fn'kk dh Lrqfr
dqcsja euqtklhua lxoZa xoZfoxzge~A

Lo.kZPNk;a xnkgLra mŸkjkf/kifra Lesjr~AA



fdlh Hkh O;fDr ds fy, jksVh] diM+k ,oa edku dh O;oLFkk djuk lcls vf/kd egRoiw.kZ 
gksrk gSA buesa edku dh vkdka{kk lcls vf/kd gksrh gS vkSj lHkh blds fy, vius Lrj  
ijges'kk iz;Ru'khy jgrs gSaA dqN yksx bls ikus esa lQy jgrs gSa rks dqN dks edku dh 
izkfIr var rd ugha gksrh ;k cgqr fcyac ls gksrh gSA dHkh&dHkh edku curs&curs Hkh 
v/kwjk jg tkrk gSA ,slh izfrdwy ifjfLFkfr;ksa esa nSoh d̀ik dk lgkjk fcxM+rs dk;ksZ a dks Hkh 
cuk ldrk gSA 

edku fuekZ.k ds fy, Hkxoku fo'odekZ dh mikluk cgqr lgk;d gksrh gSA budh  
miklukls vkidh vkfFkZd] lkekftd ,oa iz'kklfud ck/kk;sa nwj gksrh gSa ,oa vkidk dk;Z 
lqpk: :i ls gksxkA ek?k eghus dh 'kqDyk iapeh ¼clar iapeh½] ek?k 'kqDyk =;ksn'kh 
¼fo'odekZ t;arh½] Jko.k 'kqDyk iwf.kZek ,oa gj ekl dh vekoL;k ds fnu fo'odekZ dh 
iwtk djus ls edku lq[k esa c<+ksrjh gksrh gSA 

edku ;k Hkwfe dh izkfIr ds fy, fdlh 'kqHk fnu ls fo'odekZ dh iwtk 'kq: djsa ,oa dk;Z 
iw.kZ gksus rd ea= tki djrs jgsaA lcls igys fo'odekZ dh QksVks dks pkSdh ij vklu 
fcNkdj ;k vius iwtk LFky esa j[ksa] fQj fuEu ea= ls tki djsa & 

fpar;s fo'odekZ.ka f'koa oVrjksj/k%A
fnO; flagkluklhua eqfuo`an fulsfore~AA
mikL;eku eekS%L=;ekua egf"kZfHk%A
iapoD=a n'kHkqt czg~epkjh czrsfLFkre~AA
dqnkya dj.kh okL;fe ;a=a de.MyqA
foHkzk.ka nf{k.kksgZLrs Lojksg dzekZRizHkqAA
es:Vada Loua Hkw"kk ofgz p ǹ/kra djSA
vojksg dze.kSo oeS 'kqHk foykspuaAA

blds rnqijkar /kwi] nhi] vxjcRrh tyk;sa ,oa xa/k] dqedqe] oL=] ekyk ,oa izlkn p<+k;sa 
rFkk fo'odekZ ds ikapksa iq=ksa euq] e;] Ro"Vk] f'kYih ,oa nSoK dks /;ku dj iz.kke djsa  
rFkkvius edku lq[k dh izkfIr ds fy, fuosnu djsaA

blds ckn fuEu ea= dh 3 ;k 5 ekyk dk tki yxkrkj 6 eghus rd djsa &

vkse~ ,sa gzha Dyha dzksa Hkxors fo'odeZ.ks ee euksokafNr Hkwfe] vkokl lq[ka nki; nki; 
LokgkAA 

Ekdku lq[k izkfIr ds fy, Hkxoku fo'odekZ dh mikluk
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;k

vkse~ ue% Hkxors fo'odeZ.ksAA 

ea= dk 80000 tki dj ;Fkk'kfDr goukfn djsaA

,slk djus ls Hkxoku fo'odekZ ds vk'khokZn ls Hkwfe ,oa edku lq[k izkIr gksxk ,oa vkids 
edku esa okLrq nks"k Hkh de gksaxsA 
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L

bfr Jh O;klfojfpra vkfnR;kfnuoxzgLrks= a laiw.kZe ~ AA

rk% lokZ % iz'kea ;kfUr O;klks ozwr s u l a'k;% AA … AA
xzgu{k=tk% ihMLrLdjkfx zle qnzok% A

,s'o;Zerqy ars" kkekjksX;aiqf"Vo/kZue~ AA 2 AA
ujukjhu`ik.kka p Hkosgq % Loizuk'kue

fnok ok ;fn ok jk=kS fo?kz'kkfUrHkZ; fo";fr AA ƒ AA
bfr O;kleq[kksn zhr a ;% iBsRlqlekfgr%A

QyJqfr
jkSn za jkSn zkReda ?kksj a ra dsrq a iz.kekE;ge ~ AA ‹ AA

iyk'kiq"il adk'ka rkjdkx zgeLrde~A

fl afgdkxHkZlaHkwr ar ajkgqaiz.kekE;ge~AA Š AA
v/kZdk;a egkoh;Z pUnzkfnR; foenue~A

Nk;kekrZ.Ml qHkwr ar auekfe'kuS'oje~ AA ‰ AA
uhykatulekHkkla jfoiq= a ;ekx zte ~ A

loZ'kkóizoäkjaHkkx Zoaiz.kekE;ge~ AA ˆ AA
fgedqUne`.kkykHka nSR;kuka ijea xq:e ~

cqf)Hkwr af=yksds'karauekfec`gLifre ~ AA ‡ AA
nsokuka p _"kh.kka p xq:a dkM +oulafuHke~A

lkSE;alkSE;xq.kksisr ar aoq/kaiz.kekE;ge~ AA † AA
fiz;ax qdfydk';kea :is.kkizfre a cq/ke~ A

dqekj a'kfägLrapex ayaI.kekE;ge~AA … AA
/kj.khxHkZl aHkwr a fo/kqRdkfUrleizHke~ A

uekfe 'kf'kua lkse a 'kaHkkse qZd qVHkw"k.keAA 2 AA
nf/k'kïrq"kkjkHka {khjksnk.kZolaHkoe A

reks·fj a loZiki?kz a iz.krks·flfnokdje ~AA ƒ  AA
tikd ql qel adk'ka dk';is;a egÌ;qfre A

uoxzgLrks=
T;s"Bjkta czã.kka czã.kLir vk u% 'k`.o=wfrfHk% lhn lknue~ AA

x.kkuka Roka x.kifra gokegs dfoa dohukeqqieJoLree~ A

Jhx.ks'kk; ue%
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Samvatsara Lord: Indragni

Ruling Planets (as per K.P. System)

MarsThe Weekday Lord :

MercuryAscendant Sign-lord :

MercuryMoon Sign-lord :

MoonMoon Star-lord :

VenusMoon Sub-lord :

VenusAscendant Sub-lord :

MarsAscendant Star-lord :

023:23:49K.P. Ayanamsha Value :

101:58:51Pars Fortuna (K.P.) :
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Sample  DOB: 18:12:1973 ; TOB: 01:45:00 ; POB: Ballia (up) (INDIA)

-05:30:00 hrsTime Zone :

084:10:00ELongitude :

025:45:00NLatitude :

Ballia (up) , INDIAPlace of Birth :

01:45:00Time of Birth :

18 December 1973 (Tuesday)Date of Birth :

War/Daylight Corr.: 00:00:00 hrs

GMT at Birth : 20:15:00 hrs

LMT Correction : 00:06:40 hrs

Sidreal Time : 07:36:55 hrs

Local Mean Time : 01:51:40 hrs

Aynamsha : N.C.Lahiri (023:29:36)

1895Saka Samvat-
2030Vikram Samvat-

PramadiSamvatsar-

Sun Rise Time : 06:36:32AM

Sun Set Time : 05:03:05PM

( Mars , Sat ), ( Merc , 
Ven ), ( Ven, Merc ), 
( Sat, Mars )

Masa (Month) : Pousha

Ritu  (Season) : Hemanta

Paya (Posture) : Swarna

SunTithi Lord :

MercuryRashi Lord :

HasthaNakshatra (Constellation) :

MoonNakshatra-lord :

2Nakshatra Charan :

Rashi (Moon-sign) : Virgo

Lagna Lord : Mercury

Lagna (Ascendant) : Virgo

Karana (Half-Tithi) : Garija

Tithi Class : Rikta

Tithi (Moon's elongation) : Navami

Paksha : Krishna

VasudevaKarana Lord :

Adyakshara (Firs t letter) : Shaa

Nadi-pada (Constitution) : Madhya(Pitta)

VayasaVihaga (Symbol) :

DwiPadaVashya (Compatibility) :

ShatavishaVedha (Incompatib ility with) 
:

AgniTatwa (Element) :

MarsTatwa Lord :

DevaGana (Sp iritual inclination) :

VaishyaVarna (Ego development) :

Buffalo(F)Yoni (Nature) :

Adi(Vata)Nadi (Health) :

KanthaRajju (Prone part) :

Surya Siddhanta Yoga : Soubhagya

Karana Class : Chara

Avakahada Chakra Ghatak Chakra 

Karana: Koulava

S S Yoga : Sukarman

Lagna : Meena

Prahar : 1

Nakshatra : Shravana

Day : Saturday

Tithi : 5,10,15

Masa : Bhadra

Rashi : Mithuna

Western Astrological Particulars

Term-lord of Moon : Venus

MarsTerm-lord of Sun :

Term-exchange :

LibraAscdt-sign (Western) :

LibraMoon-sign (Western) :

Face : VI
Decanate : 3

Sun-sign (Western) : Sagittarius

Astrological Particulars

Planet of DOB : Mars

Planet of TOB :



Friend's House

Neutral's House

Friend's House

Neutral's House

Own Nakshtra

Mool-Trikona

Own Nakshtra

Friend's House

---

Gemini

Sagittarius

Gemini

Capricorn

Capricorn

Scorpio

Aries

Virgo

Sagittarius

VirgoAscendant 28:15:29

Moola-1Sun 02:15:49

Chitra-2

Moon 16:00:58 Hastha-2

Mars 04:42:18 Ashwini-2

Mercury 19:51:24 Jyestha-1

Jupiter 17:56:39 Shravana-3

Venus 13:00:16 Shravana-1

Saturn R 08:12:34 Aridra-1

Rahu R 05:10:35 Moola-2

Ketu R 05:10:35 Mrigashira-4

Chitra-403:20:59Uranus Libra ---

Anuradha-414:20:41Neptune Scorpio ---

Hastha-113:11:14Pluto Virgo --- With Malefic

With Benefic

---

---

Eclipsed

---

---

Combust

With Benefic

With Benefic

Eclipsed

With Malefic

With Malefic

=
0
1
4
2
5
3
6
<
N
7
8
9

e
h
e
`
g
i
i
b
h
b
f
g
e

Planetary Positions & Dispositions

Neutral's House

Planets Signs Degree Nak-Pada Diginity Association

Moon

Saturn

Mars

Mars

Ketu

Rahu

Moon

Moon

Mercury

Ketu

Moon

Ketu

Mars

---

---

---

---

---

Apatya

Matri

Amatya

Atma

Jnyati

Bhratri

Dara

---

NakL KarakaSignL
Mercury

Jupiter

Mercury

Mars

Mars

Saturn

Saturn

Mercury

Jupiter

Mercury

Venus

Mars

Mercury

Sample DOB-18:12:1973 TOB-01:45:00 POB-Ballia (up)

Lagna Kundali

Navamsha Kundali

PlutoNeptuneKetu UranusRahuSaturnVenusJupiterMercuryMarsMoonSunAsc

Pluto

Neptune

Uranus

Ketu

Rahu

Saturn

Venus

Jupiter

Mercury

Mars

Moon

Sun

Asc --- 64 348 186 52 110 105 250 67 247 5 46 345
296 --- 284 122 348 46 41 186 3 183 301 342 281
12 76 --- 199 64 122 117 262 79 259 17 58 357

174 238 161 --- 225 283 278 64 240 60 179 220 158
308 12 296 135 --- 58 53 198 15 195 313 354 293
250 314 238 77 302 --- 355 140 317 137 255 296 235
255 319 243 82 307 5 --- 145 322 142 260 301 240
110 174 98 296 162 220 215 --- 177 357 115 156 95
293 357 281 120 345 43 38 183 --- 180 298 339 278
113 177 101 300 165 223 218 3 180 --- 118 159 98
355 59 343 181 47 105 100 245 62 242 --- 41 340
314 18 302 140 6 64 59 204 21 201 319 --- 299
15 79 3 202 67 125 120 265 82 262 20 61 ---

Degree-Distances between Planet to Planet & Planet to Ascendant

OppositionQuincunx

SquareSextileConjunction

Trine

MindSutra Software Technolog ies, New Delh i

Moon Kundali

0,1,359 

179,180,181149,150,151,209,210,211119,120,121,239,240,241

89,90,91,269,270,27159,60,61,299,300,301
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Planets OtherSleptVirP.LuckyFixed H.EffectHL ofHouse
Sun Good House        Planet54

Moon Good HouseYes      Planet41

Mars Bad House      YesPlanet1, 88

Mercury Bad HouseYes  Yes  Planet3, 63

Jupiter Good House      YesPlanet9, 125

Venus Yes      Sign2, 75

Saturn Good House    YesYesPlanet10, 1110

Rahu Good House  Yes    Sign 4

Planetary Positions & Dispositions from Lal-Kitab Kundali

10  Sign       Yes Good HouseKetu

Lagna Kundali of Lal-Kitab

Luck Activator

Positions of Houses from Lal-Kitab Kundali

Situated PlanetsHouse N. Lord Slept Exalted Debl.Fix House
MarsMoon Mars1 Sun SaturnSun

MoonVenus2 MoonJupiter

MercuryMerc Mercury3 Rahu KetuMars

MoonSun, Rahu Moon4 Jupiter MarsMoon

SunJup, Ven Sun5   Jupiter

KetuMercury6 Yes Merc ,Rahu Ven,KetuMerc ,Ketu

VenusVenus7 SaturnVen,Merc

MoonMars Mars8 MoonMars ,Sat

SaturnJupiter9 Ketu RahuJupiter

SaturnSat, Ketu Saturn10 Mars JupiterSaturn

JupiterSaturn11 Saturn

RahuJupiter12 Ven,Ketu Merc ,RahuJupiter

Yes

Yes

Sun Yes

Moon

Comp.Plt Kayam

Bhava Chalit Kundali

Moon Kundali (Lal Kitab)
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Lal-Kitab Aspects (Lagna Kundali)
Main Aspect in Lal-Kitab

11

11
KetuRahuSatVenJupMercMarsMoonSun

Sun
Moon
Mars

Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Rahu
Ketu Ketu

Rahu
Saturn
Venus
Jupiter

Mercury
Mars
Moon
Sun

Sun Moon Mars Merc Jup Ven Sat RahuKetu

     0  0
        
        
        
 0       
        
0      0  
  0    0 0
0       0

Planetary Aspect

Ketu
Rahu

Saturn
Venus
Jupiter

Mercury
Mars
Moon
Sun

Sun Moon Mars Merc Jup Ven Sat RahuKetu

        
 0       
  0      
     0  0
        
        
    0 0   
        
    0 0   

Aspect of Confrontation

Ketu
Rahu

Saturn
Venus
Jupiter

Mercury
Mars
Moon
Sun

Sun Moon Mars Merc Jup Ven Sat RahuKetu

        
        
0      0  
        
 0       
 0       
        
        
        

Aspect of Foundation

Ketu
Rahu

Saturn
Venus
Jupiter

Mercury
Mars
Moon
Sun

Sun Moon Mars Merc Jup Ven Sat RahuKetu

0        
     0  0
   0 0    
        
        
        
        
 0       
        

Aspect of Deception

Ketu
Rahu

Saturn
Venus
Jupiter

Mercury
Mars
Moon
Sun

Sun Moon Mars Merc Jup Ven Sat RahuKetu

  0 0 0    
0     0 0 0
        
        
        
        
        
   0 0 0   
        

Aspect of Joint-Wall

Ketu
Rahu

Saturn
Venus
Jupiter

Mercury
Mars
Moon
Sun

Sun Moon Mars Merc Jup Ven Sat RahuKetu

     0  0
  0      
     0  0
 0       
        
        
0  0    0  
      0 0
0  0     0

Aspect of Sudden Strike

Ketu
Rahu

Saturn
Venus
Jupiter

Mercury
Mars
Moon
Sun

Sun Moon Mars Merc Jup Ven Sat RahuKetu

 0       
   0 0    
        
        
        
        
        
  0      
        

Aspect of Mutual Assistance
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House Chart (based on Lagna Chart)

Sample  DOB: 18:12:1973 ; TOB: 01:45:00AM ; POB: Ballia (up) (INDIA)
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Lagna Chart Bhava Chalit Chart Lal-Kitab Moon Chart

KayamComp.Plt
Moon

YesSun

Yes

YesKetu Good HouseYes      Sign 10

Planetary Positions in Lal Kitab Lagna Chart

4  Sign     Yes   Good HouseRahu

10 10, 11 Planet Yes Yes     Good HouseSaturn

5 2, 7 Sign       YesVenus

5 9, 12 Planet Yes       Good HouseJupiter

3 3, 6 Planet   Yes   Yes Bad HouseMercury

8 1, 8 Planet Yes       Bad HouseMars

1 4 Planet       Yes Good HouseMoon

4 5 Planet         Good HouseSun

House HL of Effect Fixed H. Lucky VirP. Slept OtherPlanets
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Lal Kitab Chandra Kundali

Lagna KundaliVarshaPhala Kundali -48

Planetary Positions From Varsha Phala

18:12:2020 -- 17:12:2021

House Positions of Varsha Phala from Lal Kitab

Planets OtherSleptVirP.LuckyFixed H.EffectHouse
Sun (M) Good HouseYes      Signeleventh

Moon Bad HouseYes      Planetsixth

Mars  (M) Good House      YesPlanetthird

Mercury (M) Good House      YesPlanetseventh

Jupiter (M) Good House      YesPlanetsecond

Venus Good House        Planetsecond

Saturn (M) Bad HouseYes      Signfourth

Rahu (M) Bad HouseYes      Signeleventh

fourth Planet     Yes YesKetu (M) True

 

 

True

 

True

True

Ketu  

 

Comp.Plt Kayam

Jupiter Merc ,RahuVen,Ketu 12 Jupiter Rahu

Saturn  11 SaturnSun, Rahu Jupiter

Saturn JupiterMars 10 Saturn Saturn

Jupiter RahuKetu 9 Jupiter Saturn

Mars ,Sat MoonYes8 Mars Moon

Ven,Merc Saturn 7 VenusMerc Venus

Merc ,Ketu Ven,KetuMerc ,Rahu 6 MercuryMoon Ketu

Jupiter   Yes5 Sun Sun

Moon MarsJupiter 4 MoonSat, Ketu Moon

Mars KetuRahu 3 MercuryMars Mercury

Jupiter Moon 2 VenusJup, Ven Moon

Sun SaturnSunYes1 Mars Mars

Fix House Debl.ExaltedSleptLordHouse N. Situated Planets Luck Activator

Lal Kitab Varshaphala

Sample  DOB: 18:12:1973 ; TOB: 01:45:00AM ; POB: Ballia (up) (INDIA)
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In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 10th house. You will earn huge money till you don't 
build your house or buy house. But as you build or buy house, your income may be 
stopped. Your source of income can be obstracted. Your condition will start improving  
after3 years. 

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 10th house. To increase auspicious results or 
decrease inauspicious resuts don't help any body on humanitarian ground. Don't help 
others unless your interest is vested in. it can be harmful for you. 

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 10th house. Sign of Swastik and no. 111 will be 
auspicious for you. 

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 10th house. You may get money from government 
department to build your house. Your friends will also help you in construction of your 
house. 

If construction work of your house is stopped at any stage, then position of Saturn in your 

First you have to understand results of Saturn and perform the remedies. You 
have to give priority to Saturn on other planets. 

Result of Saturn Situated in 10th House (Western Vaybya Direction 

According to Lal Kitab, Satrun plays a vital role in construction of house in 
everyones horoscope. Situation of Saturns provides lots of information about 
the house of native. To know, when will house be constructed, which kind of 
house will confer auspicious result etc., carefully watch the position of Saturn. 
Saturn must confer its auspicious or inauspicious result 3 or 18 years after 
laying the foundation of house. 

(Based on Lal-Kitab Lagna Chart) 
Planet's result and remedies in house chart
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In your horoscope, Sun is situated in 4th house. You should buy north facing plot or any  
plotsituated infront of east-north. As 4th house is related to mother, you must take the 
blessings of your mother before building your house and lay the foundation with your 
mother, wife or daughter. 

Never use black coloured stone in kitchen. If possible use white stone; otherwise health of 
your mother and wife may become a matter of concern for you. 

In your horoscope, Sun is situated in 4th house. If you live in your parental house, then  
mustperform a Yagya in house and distribute food to blinds and beggers to get  
auspiciousresults of house. 

Keep Sun related things in north direction. Don't let wheat, jiggery (Gud) etc., kept in store 

Sun is considered as follower in Lal Kitab and Vaidic Astrology. Due to this 
reason, Sun is given same honour as Vishnu gets and only these two Gods  
arecalled Narayan. 

Result of Sun Situated in 4th House (Northern Ishan Direction 

1 - Start construction of your house in 39th year of your age.
2 - Don't have alcoholic and non vegetarian food to eliminate the bad effects of Saturn as 
you start construction of house. 
3 - Don't stop construction work with completing the house.
4 - Establish Lord Ganesh in your home and worship him.
5 - Plant a banyan tree near your house and serve it. Plant it in such a way that its shadow 
doesn't fall on house. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House : 

horoscope is inauspicious. You should do the remadies of Saturn. 
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In your horoscope, Moon is situated in 1st house. Build kitchen in east direction of your 
house. If you build your kitchen in south portion, your mother and other female members of 

Result of Moon Situated in 1st House (Eastern Ishan Direction 

1 - You should not build iron doors and windows in south direction of your house.
2 - Never establish snake in the foundation of house.
3 - You should donate clothes and silver to your mother, wife and female children during 
Griha Pravesh. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

room of house, spoil. Feed red ants to save these things.

You should not build shop in your house and do the wood or iron related business in that 
shop. Also, you should not rent out shop to any other person for doing same business.

If you or your wife do the gold, silver or clothe business by building shop in your house, you 
will get very auspicious result. You will make progress in business and earn enough profit. 

You should live with your mother in your house and serve her. Your sister will not face any 
kind of problem by doing so. 

If male children are not remaining alive in your house, don't make furnace in your house. 
Keep white cloth, things, milk, sugar etc. near your head while sleeping at night and  
donatethe same in the morning. Give bread to dog at any religious place. 

In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in inauspicious house. Keep old brass utensils in 
your home. Never sell them.

In your horoscope, Sun is being inauspicious due to position or aspect of Saturn, Rahu or 
Ketu. Keep eastern portion of your house open. Luck will favour you. Keep flour mill in your 
house, you will get profit in your business. 
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In your horoscope, Mars is situated in 8th house. After the strating the construction work of 
house, you will not think about the completion of house and incurring cost for the 
construction of it. You will construct your house at any cost.

In your horoscope, 2nd house is vacant or Moon or Jupiter is situated in 2nd house. You 
will not face any problem in construction of your house and every work related to 
construction of house will be auspicious.

You should keep eastern and south wall high and strong. It will provide you auspicious 

Result of Mars Situated in 8th House (South Direction 

1 - To establish the Moon in kitchen, keep atleast 20 kg. rice in your kitchen or store room.
2 - Don't keep rice mixing with black pulses.
3 - Use silver utensils for cooking and eating. You will get auspicious results.
4 - If health of mother or wife is not good during the beginning of construction work, burry 
things of Mars under ground. 
5 - You must do the arrangement to store the rain water in your house. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

your family may face trouble. 

Moon represents mother. Position of Moon in 1st house clearly symbolizes that there will 
more influence of your mother in your family. You should never insult women in or outside 
your house. Never cook non-vegetarian food in kitchen nor bring from outside and eat 
there. North direction will be auspicious for you in your house for natural water source. 

In your horoscope Moon is situated in 1st house. you should not build your house before  
24years of your age, otherwise you may meet financial loss. Health of your mother and 
child may also be affected. Burry funnel seeds under ground to diminish inauspicious 
results. 
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In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in 3rd house. You should put as much as alum 
powder in foundation of house and use that also in white wash. It will confer you very good 

Result of Mercury Situated in 3rd House (Southern Nairitya Direction 

1 - Wear silver in neck.
2 - Give sweet breads, prepared in Tandoor, to dogs continuously for 43 days. Start it  
fromthe day when you begin construction of house. 
3 - Ask women of your family they bake the breads only after sprinkling cold water on hot 
baking plat ( Tawa). It will eliminate the ailments caused due to inauspiciousness of Mars. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

results.

In your horoscope, Mars is situated in 8th house. You should not build furnace in land of 
your house; otherwise you may create problems for yourself. If you have to do it due to any 
compulsion, take out burnt soil from furnace and flow in river and put new soil in furnace. 

Never buy a south facing plot, nor keep main gate of your house towards south. 

Some General Remedies of Mars :

Clean your teeth with white tooth paste or powder daily. Establish milk, sugar, rice and 
pure silver in your house. If possible, use silver utensils. Offer milk with sweet to banyan 
root and apply wet soil on your forehead as Tilak. You will get rid of abdominal problems.  
Ifmishappenings are occurring at your home due to fire, keep sacks of sugar over roof. 
Burry earthen pot filled with honey in graveyard. Keep skin of deer or square shaped silver 
piece with you or in home. Nail over door situated in south direction, not fix horse shoe. 
Avoid black things. Don't plant Oak tree, nor use it. Feed sweet things to birds. Keep 
things made up of elephant tusk with you or in your house. It will be auspicious to collect 
copper, wheat, gold, silver etc. 
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In your horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 5th house. You must get comfort of parental house 
or self built house. There is possibility that you may get comfort of government house. 

While buying the plot for your house you should keep in mind that there will be no tree on 
plot. Don't cut the tree, so better leave the plot. If there is any banyan tree on the plot, root 
out that and plant in temple and serve the same.

You may short tempered. Have control over your anger and don't abuse anyone; otherwise 
labours may create problem during the construction of your hose. 

Result of Jupiter Situated in 5th House (East Direction 

1 - Clean your teeth with only alum in your home.
2 - Wash stones fixed in home with milk i.e. mix milk in water and then wash house with 
that water. 
3 - Make a proper space for birds on roof and feed them. 
4 - Keep idol of Ganesh in east direction of home. 
5 - As long as possible never use Moong etc. in your home; otherwise you may fall ill.
6 - Wash wide leaves of Dhak with milk, put them into a pit outside of home at any  
isolatedplace during day time and cover them with soil and keep a stone on it. Keep in 
mind don't bring that tool or equipment from you have dug that pit.
7 - Give Moong Dal to animals at night after soaking it into salty water of alum  
continuouslyfor 43 days. It will enhance prosperity and happiness in your house. Start this 
process fro the day when you begin construction of house. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

results.

In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in 3rd house. You should not keep main door of  
yourhouse in south direction, otherwise your comfort of wife may be hampered. Your 
in-laws may also face trouble and your relations with them may not remain cordial. 
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1 - You should serve your mother and cow in your house.
2 - You should wash main gate of your house with milk and curd. You will auspicious 
results. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

In your horoscope, Venus is situated in 5th house. Your house will be spiritual center and 
your family members will follow the religion. 

Result of Venus Situated in 5th House (East Direction 

1 - Never take money in the name of religion and use the same for construction of house.
2 - Keep Lord Ganesh in your house and worship him daily.
3 - Don't let Ketu be inauspicious and keep doing its remedies in your house.
4 - Don't have non vegetarian food and alcohol in your house. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

In your horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 5th house. You should plant banyan tree outside 
your house and serve it. You will get auspicious results. Plant the tree in such a way that it 
doesn't create obstacle. 

You must keep Lord Ganesh inside your house and worship him daily. 

In your horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 5th house. You may be a senior officer in army  
andget comfort of government house.

In your horoscope, Ketu is situated in inauspicious house. you may not get child in your 
house. If any of your children is born out of your house and then come to your house, his / 
her health may become your concern. 
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Result of Ketu Situated in 10th House (Western Vaybya Direction 

1 - Use silver things in your home. 
2 - Don't leave construction or repair work of house incomplete. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

In your horoscope, Rahu is situated in 4th house. There will be something different in your 
house, so your house will appear some strange. You will get full comfort of your parental 
house. 

In your horoscope, Rahu is situated in 4th house. You should not leave construction of your 
house uncompleted; otherwise you may meet financial loss and your mother may also  
facetrouble. 

Don't store sacs of coal in your house; otherwise you will get inauspicious results. To keep 
things of Moon in your house will be beneficial for you. 

Result of Rahu Situated in 4th House (Northern Ishan Direction 

3 - Keep the things of Moon and silver in your house, you will get auspicious results. 
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1 - Keep a silver vessel filled with honey in your home.
2 - Must burry milk and honey in foundation of house.
3 - Must keep dog at home when you become 48 years old. 
4 - Remedies of Moon and Jupiter will be helpful. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

In your horoscope, Ketu is situated in 10th house. You will be very self rescpecting and 
never ask for any help from others. Before buying a plot or constructing a house, you will 
not belive in telling about it to others. 

You must do the remedies to make Saturn auspicious as you start the construction of 
house, so that you can get auspicious results of Ketu also. 
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According to Vastu if there is any Vastu blemish in the house, try to remove it. For this 
purpose auspicious signs, various pictures, colours, toys and symbols can be used. 
Various kinds of obstacles are removed by use of these signs and comofort & prosperity 
is increased.

In your horoscope, Sun is in auspicious position. It is auspicious for you to keep toy of 
monkey and photo of rising sun in your house.

In your horoscope, Rahu is in auspicious position. It is auspicious for you to keep toys 
made up of elephant tusk, elephant made of soil and photo of elephant in your house.

In your horoscope, Ketu is in auspicious position. It is auspicious for you to photos of pet 
animals in your house.

In your horoscope, Moon is in auspicious position. It is auspicious for you to keep toys  
andphotos of milk secreting trees and photos of water resovoirs in your house.

To make a Manglik sign on main gate is beneficial and brings progress. Swastik, Kalash, 
floral designs and sign of hand should make on main gate. Keep in mind, there must be 
four dots in sign of Swastik, otherwise it is incomplete. Photo of fish, running deer, horse 
riding or elephant riding and tortoise are auspicious.

The most suitable place for putting mirror in house is north and east. Mirror in west gives 
ordinary results. Mirror should not fix or put in south. You can fix mirror along with wash 
basin also. Put mirror in such a way that sun rays should not reflect from it.

Never put a clock in Ishan, south and Agni Kon. Rest other directions are auspicious. 
Clock should never stop. If it is not working, either repair it or replace it. 

Don't use plough, ghani ( Kolhu), wheel used for taking out water from well, spiny trees, 
sap (milk) secreting trees, banyan, ficus, palash, kadambar and bad, vijora, banana, 
pomegranate, lemon, Aak, turmendic, plum, babool and yellow flower producing trees and 
birds' nests woods for making house. 

In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in inauspicious house. It will be auspicious for you 
to keep toys of goats or photos of greenery in your house.

In your horoscope, Saturn and Rahu are situated in auspicious house. It will be auspicious 
for you to keep toys and photos of elephant in your house.

In your horoscope, Sun and Saturn, Sun and Rahu, Saturn and Moon, Mars and Rahu or 
Saturn and Mars are situated in same house. You should burry a foil of silver or pair of 
snakes beneath the threshold of you main gate. It will confer auspicious results to your 

(Based on Lal-Kitab Lagna Chart) 

Installing auspicious signs, various pictures, colours, toys and symbols in 
House
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Mangal Kalash is water filled pot covered by mango leaves, flowers and coconut. Since 
ancient times it has been considering a symbol of auspiciousness, prosperity and 
affluence, because creation has originated from water. Therefore, water is symbol of  
originof universe. Water filled pitcher is considered as symbol of completion of life in  
everyreligious scripture. It brings peace and comforts. Hence, Mangal Kalash is 
established first of all during Griha Pravesh. 

Mangal Kalash (Pitcher) 

Om is symbol of Brahma. Ved has started from this word. This auspicious sign is 
considered as original source of power in Hindu religion. It is used in buildings as an 
auspicious sign. It is Brahma. This sign has been adapted by almost every religion after 
making some alternations in its shape. This word is symbol of whole Brahma, universe, 
infinite power and salutation. This word concentrates the mind and brings peace by  
merelyseeing and pronunciating it. It is auspicious to establish this word in house at  
properplace. 

Om Symbol 

child.

In your horoscope, Jupiter and Venus are situated in same house. It will be auspicious for 
you to keep photos of charitor, horses in your house. 
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Symbol of Fish 

During the marriage and birth of son auspicious sign Panchagulak is made from turmeric 
and rice on back. It is a very old tradition. Number 5 is symbol of continuity and immortality 
of five elements. Hand is considered as symbol of action. It also represents blessing and 
fearlessness posture of Gods. By establishing hand as an auspicious sign in house, 
significance of prosperity Panch Mahabhuta and action is expressed. In Baudh Dharma 
various psychological conditions are expressed by postures of hand. 

Panchagulak Hand 

Swastik has been using as an auspicious sign since ancient times. According to regious 
opinion, it is a symbol of victory. It is considered auspicious and made at both sides of 
manin gate of house so that build can remain safe from bad sight. If Swastik sign is 
eastablished in house, it make family members successful in their works. 

Swastik 
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Trishul (Trident) 

For Christians cross is an auspicious symbol. Number 786 and half moon are auspicious 
symbol for Muslims and Onkar is auspicious symbol for Sikhs. These auspicious sings 
should make at main gate. These are symbol of prosperity and auspicioness. 

Religious auspicious symbols 

Fish is a symbol of true love. Darshan of Fish before starting the journey is considered 
auspicious and as symbol of success. Fish Darshan during Dashhara is an ancient 
tradition. A couple of fish should make at main gate of house. It is auspicious for residents 
of that house. 
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Red colour is factor of Mars. This auspicious sign is made after painting a square shaped 
wooden piece with red colour or covering the wooden piece from red coloured cloth. If you 
keep it in your home, your family members will remain safe from magic, tantra, diseases, 
outer obstacles etc. 

Red Colour 

Trishul, symbol of Lord Shiva, eliminates all kinds of difficulties and increases comfort, 
prosperity, wealth and fame. 
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House Chart (based on Bhava Chalit Chart)

Sample  DOB: 18:12:1973 ; TOB: 01:45:00AM ; POB: Ballia (up) (INDIA)

MindSutra Software Technologies, New Delhi
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In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 9th house. You must get comfort of house.  
Possiblyyou will own more than one house. You may own three houses in your life.

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 9th house. If your wife is pregnant at the time of 
beginning of construction of house, you should postpone the construction work of house  
forsome time otherwise your father may get inauspicious results. Start construction work 
after the birth of child. 

You should not accommodate any poor or low income earning person in your house, 
otherwise your financial condition may become bad.

You should not keep any door frame, fuel or wooden material over your roof, otherwise  
youcan get inauspicious results of Saturn.

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 9th house. To increase the auspicious results and 
reduce inauspicious results keep things of Jupiter like turmeric or saffron in your home by 
putting them in a box. 

First you have to understand results of Saturn and perform the remedies. You 
have to give priority to Saturn on other planets. 

Result of Saturn Situated in 9th House (Brahma-Sthan (Chowk) Direction 

According to Lal Kitab, Satrun plays a vital role in construction of house in 
everyones horoscope. Situation of Saturns provides lots of information about 
the house of native. To know, when will house be constructed, which kind of 
house will confer auspicious result etc., carefully watch the position of Saturn. 
Saturn must confer its auspicious or inauspicious result 3 or 18 years after 
laying the foundation of house. 

(Based on Bhava Chalit Chart) 
Planet's result and remedies in house chart
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In your horoscope, Sun is situated in 3rd house. You should investigate about your 
neighbours before building house or buying plot for building house so that you will not face 
any kind of problem in future.

In your horoscope, Sun is situated in 3rd house. Any postal department, courier service 
office, bill submission office, mobile or phone company office or tower or any educational 
institute can be situated around or in your house. Your younger sister may live with you in 
your house and acquire any formal education while living there. 

Sun is considered as follower in Lal Kitab and Vaidic Astrology. Due to this 
reason, Sun is given same honour as Vishnu gets and only these two Gods  
arecalled Narayan. 

Result of Sun Situated in 3rd House (Southern Nairitya Direction 

1 - Before starting the construction work, keep in mind that there should be no garbage, 
wooden objects, fuel and door or window frame inside the house or over its roof;  
otherwisebad effects of Saturn will affect the house and obstract the construction of house.
2 - If you face any trouble in house after the death of parents, then fix a stone anywhere in 
the house.
3 - Remedy of Jupiter will be helpful in house. Plant a Banyan tree at some distance from 
house or at any place so that its shadow doesn't fall on house and serve the tree. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House : 

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 9th house and enemy planet of Saturn Sun, Moon 
or Mars is situated in 3rd house. You will not get inauspicious result of house. But if you 
make any window in dark room inside your home for light, or break wall or make window 
or ventilation in south direction, then you will lose everything within three years. 
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Result of Moon Situated in 1st House (Eastern Ishan Direction 

1 - Don't do any kind of illegal, unsocial or evil deed in your house. 
2 - You should build high walls around your house or keep tight security as there may be 
possibility of occurring theft at your home. 
3 - Arrange for sun light while leaving an open space in the centre of house.
4 - Don't keep any weapon in your house. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

While constructing your house, you should lay the foundation by any of your family member 
who is younger than you and has blood relation with you. Plant Sun related flowers like 
rose, china rose (gudhal) etc. in east and north-east direction of your house. Keep any 
scripture related to Lord Vishnu wrapping in red cloth in foundation of your house. You will 
never have any fear in life by doing so. Never build levortory in east direction. Use orange 
colour at main entrance gate. Never make any water source in middle of your house. If you 
keep Sun auspicious through your deeds, neighbours will always help you; otherwise you 
will face disputes with them often. 

In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in inauspiciou house. Don't let your maternal uncle 
live near your house while building your house or constructing its roof; otherwise you and 
your maternal uncle may get inauspicious results.

If male children are not remaining alive in your house, don't make furnace in your house. 
Keep white cloth, things, milk, sugar etc. near your head while sleeping at night and  
donatethe same in the morning. Give bread to dog at any religious place. 

In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in inauspicious house. Keep old brass utensils in 
your home. Never sell them.

In your horoscope, Sun is being inauspicious due to position or aspect of Saturn, Rahu or 
Ketu. Keep eastern portion of your house open. Luck will favour you. Keep flour mill in your 
house, you will get profit in your business. 
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In your horoscope, Mars is situated in 7th house. You should build guest room specially in 
house and manage that properly and also ensure a sitting place for yourself. You will earn 
a special place in your religion or community. You will resolve dispute judicialy.

Whenever you think about the construction of house from your heart, your work must 
accomplish. You should not sell your house after building it once; otherwise you may have 
to face obstacles in construction of house again. There is possibility that your house can 
never be built again. 

Result of Mars Situated in 7th House (Western Nairitya Direction 

1 - To establish the Moon in kitchen, keep atleast 20 kg. rice in your kitchen or store room.
2 - Don't keep rice mixing with black pulses.
3 - Use silver utensils for cooking and eating. You will get auspicious results.
4 - If health of mother or wife is not good during the beginning of construction work, burry 
things of Mars under ground. 
5 - You must do the arrangement to store the rain water in your house. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

In your horoscope, Moon is situated in 1st house. Build kitchen in east direction of your 
house. If you build your kitchen in south portion, your mother and other female members of 
your family may face trouble. 

Moon represents mother. Position of Moon in 1st house clearly symbolizes that there will 
more influence of your mother in your family. You should never insult women in or outside 
your house. Never cook non-vegetarian food in kitchen nor bring from outside and eat 
there. North direction will be auspicious for you in your house for natural water source. 

In your horoscope Moon is situated in 1st house. you should not build your house before  
24years of your age, otherwise you may meet financial loss. Health of your mother and 
child may also be affected. Burry funnel seeds under ground to diminish inauspicious 
results. 
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Result of Mercury Situated in 3rd House (Southern Nairitya Direction 

1 - Don't let bat reside in your house.
2 - Don't plant wide leaves tree. 
3 - Never keep parrot, maina etc. in your home. Also don't keep natural nest in your home. 
4 - Don't keep dried flowers in your Puja room or at any other place in your home.
5 - Don't play musical instruments particularly drum( Dhol) and tabla again and again.
6 - Never have non vegetarian food and alcohol in your home.
7 - Decide the place for staires before constructing the house, because constructing and 
breaking them again and again will give you inauspicious results.
8 - You should not use your home for setting up printing press or making moulds. 
9 - Don't keep goat at your home. 
10 - Don't keep dried grass or hollow bamboo in your home. 
11 - Never white wash your house yourself.
12 - Must gift red cloth to your sister and bua while they go from your house. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

You should use things of Saturn and Venus properly during the construction of your house. 
Imbalance in things of these two planets may make you sick even before entering house. 

Whenever your sister go anywhere from your built house, must gift some sweet thing to  
herat the time of her departure. If your widow sister, daughter or sister-in-law wants to live 
in your house, must allow her to stay with you. Whenever you do any auspicious work or  
gooutside for any work, must give her sweets. You will get enough auspicious results.

You should keep solid pallet of silver in every room of your home. Your happiness and 
prosperity will increase.

Some General Remedies of Mars :

Clean your teeth with white tooth paste or powder daily. Establish milk, sugar, rice and 
pure silver in your house. If possible, use silver utensils. Offer milk with sweet to banyan 
root and apply wet soil on your forehead as Tilak. You will get rid of abdominal problems.  
Ifmishappenings are occurring at your home due to fire, keep sacks of sugar over roof. 
Burry earthen pot filled with honey in graveyard. Keep skin of deer or square shaped silver 
piece with you or in home. Nail over door situated in south direction, not fix horse shoe. 
Avoid black things. Don't plant Oak tree, nor use it. Feed sweet things to birds. Keep 
things made up of elephant tusk with you or in your house. It will be auspicious to collect 
copper, wheat, gold, silver etc. 
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Result of Jupiter Situated in 5th House (East Direction 

1 - Clean your teeth with only alum in your home.
2 - Wash stones fixed in home with milk i.e. mix milk in water and then wash house with 
that water. 
3 - Make a proper space for birds on roof and feed them. 
4 - Keep idol of Ganesh in east direction of home. 
5 - As long as possible never use Moong etc. in your home; otherwise you may fall ill.
6 - Wash wide leaves of Dhak with milk, put them into a pit outside of home at any  
isolatedplace during day time and cover them with soil and keep a stone on it. Keep in 
mind don't bring that tool or equipment from you have dug that pit.
7 - Give Moong Dal to animals at night after soaking it into salty water of alum  
continuouslyfor 43 days. It will enhance prosperity and happiness in your house. Start this 
process fro the day when you begin construction of house. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in 3rd house. You should put as much as alum 
powder in foundation of house and use that also in white wash. It will confer you very good 
results.

In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in 3rd house. You should not keep main door of  
yourhouse in south direction, otherwise your comfort of wife may be hampered. Your 
in-laws may also face trouble and your relations with them may not remain cordial. 

In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in 3rd house and Venus is situated in 4th house. 
Your child comfort will be delayed. It will be necessary to make Mercury auspicious. 
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Result of Venus Situated in 4th House (Northern Ishan Direction 

1 - Never take money in the name of religion and use the same for construction of house.
2 - Keep Lord Ganesh in your house and worship him daily.
3 - Don't let Ketu be inauspicious and keep doing its remedies in your house.
4 - Don't have non vegetarian food and alcohol in your house. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

In your horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 5th house. You must get comfort of parental house 
or self built house. There is possibility that you may get comfort of government house. 

While buying the plot for your house you should keep in mind that there will be no tree on 
plot. Don't cut the tree, so better leave the plot. If there is any banyan tree on the plot, root 
out that and plant in temple and serve the same.

You may short tempered. Have control over your anger and don't abuse anyone; otherwise 
labours may create problem during the construction of your hose. 

In your horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 5th house. You should plant banyan tree outside 
your house and serve it. You will get auspicious results. Plant the tree in such a way that it 
doesn't create obstacle. 

You must keep Lord Ganesh inside your house and worship him daily. 

In your horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 5th house. You may be a senior officer in army  
andget comfort of government house.

In your horoscope, Ketu is situated in inauspicious house. you may not get child in your 
house. If any of your children is born out of your house and then come to your house, his / 
her health may become your concern. 
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Result of Rahu Situated in 3rd House (Southern Nairitya Direction 

1 - Never make any well in your house.
2 - Keep doing remedies of Jupiter in your house.
3 - Drop things of Moon and Jupiter into the well. 
4 - Don't tell faults of your family members to anybody, rather praise them overly. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

In your horoscope, Venus is situated in 4th house. You will remain inclined towards  
womenand will be dominated by them. Your house will be build according to directions of 
women. Women will more influential in your and your father's house.

In your horoscope, Venus is situated in 4th house. Don't build house over such plot where 
any well is situated or well has been covered. If you build your house on such plot, you may 
not get comfort of child and you will have to face problems often. Construction of house on 
well after covering it will ruin you. 

In your horoscope, Venus is situated in 4th house. If your mother lives in your house, 
relations between your mother and wife may not remain cordial. Keep things of Moon in 
your house as remedy. To have bath from milk will be beneficial. 

In your horoscope, Venus is situated in 4th house. At the time of problems old threshold of 
your house will be useful. Whenever you make changes in house, keep the stone of old 
threshold of house intact. Luck will favour you. 
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In your horoscope, Ketu is situated in 9th house. You will buy a plot as well as make a 
house from your earnings. You will make much progress in your house and expand your 

Result of Ketu Situated in 9th House (Brahma-Sthan (Chowk) Direction 

1 - Don't keep anything made up of elephant tusk with you or in your home.
2 - Do remedy of Moon daily. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

In your horoscope, Rahu is situated in 3rd house. You will get comfort of your parental 
house as well as your own house. You will have plenty of wealth and property. You will be 
very courageous and achieve your determined objective. You will build your house in such 
a manner that it will be fully safe and secure.

In your horoscope, Rahu is situated in 3rd house. Your wealth will be wasted by your 
brothers and they can make you life a hell. 

In your horoscope, Rahu is situated in 3rd house with Sun or Mercury. You may feel some 
deficit in comfort of house due to your sister. 
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1 - Keep pair of dog and bitch in your home.
2 - Keep foil of gold in any corner of your home. 
3 - Tie a thin wire of god in windows or ventilators of house.
4 - Keep doing the remedies of Jupiter. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

house too. You will never change your house. You will live a happy life in you house.

You will spend most of your time outside your paretal house. 

You will get comfort of parental house also. It will be good for you to build your house 
between 40 to 48 years. 

Walls of your house may not strong and on this account these may be cracked or 
damaged. 
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According to Vastu if there is any Vastu blemish in the house, try to remove it. For this 
purpose auspicious signs, various pictures, colours, toys and symbols can be used. 
Various kinds of obstacles are removed by use of these signs and comofort & prosperity 
is increased.

In your horoscope, Sun is in auspicious position. It is auspicious for you to keep toy of 
monkey and photo of rising sun in your house.

In your horoscope, Venus is in auspicious position. It is auspicious for you to keep toys of 
cow, oxen (made up of soil) in your house. Don't keep wooden toys.

In your horoscope, Rahu is in auspicious position. It is auspicious for you to keep toys 
made up of elephant tusk, elephant made of soil and photo of elephant in your house.

In your horoscope, Ketu is in auspicious position. It is auspicious for you to photos of pet 
animals in your house.

In your horoscope, Moon is in auspicious position. It is auspicious for you to keep toys  
andphotos of milk secreting trees and photos of water resovoirs in your house.

In your horoscope, Jupiter and Venus are in auspicious position. It is auspicious for you to 
keep toys and photos of cow, oxen and horses in your house.

To make a Manglik sign on main gate is beneficial and brings progress. Swastik, Kalash, 
floral designs and sign of hand should make on main gate. Keep in mind, there must be 
four dots in sign of Swastik, otherwise it is incomplete. Photo of fish, running deer, horse 
riding or elephant riding and tortoise are auspicious.

The most suitable place for putting mirror in house is north and east. Mirror in west gives 
ordinary results. Mirror should not fix or put in south. You can fix mirror along with wash 
basin also. Put mirror in such a way that sun rays should not reflect from it.

Never put a clock in Ishan, south and Agni Kon. Rest other directions are auspicious. 
Clock should never stop. If it is not working, either repair it or replace it. 

Don't use plough, ghani ( Kolhu), wheel used for taking out water from well, spiny trees, 
sap (milk) secreting trees, banyan, ficus, palash, kadambar and bad, vijora, banana, 
pomegranate, lemon, Aak, turmendic, plum, babool and yellow flower producing trees and 
birds' nests woods for making house. 

In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in inauspicious house. It will be auspicious for you 
to keep toys of goats or photos of greenery in your house.

In your horoscope, Saturn and Rahu are situated in auspicious house. It will be auspicious 

(Based on Bhava Chalit Chart) 

Installing auspicious signs, various pictures, colours, toys and symbols in 
House
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Mangal Kalash is water filled pot covered by mango leaves, flowers and coconut. Since 
ancient times it has been considering a symbol of auspiciousness, prosperity and 
affluence, because creation has originated from water. Therefore, water is symbol of  
originof universe. Water filled pitcher is considered as symbol of completion of life in 

Mangal Kalash (Pitcher) 

Om is symbol of Brahma. Ved has started from this word. This auspicious sign is 
considered as original source of power in Hindu religion. It is used in buildings as an 
auspicious sign. It is Brahma. This sign has been adapted by almost every religion after 
making some alternations in its shape. This word is symbol of whole Brahma, universe, 
infinite power and salutation. This word concentrates the mind and brings peace by  
merelyseeing and pronunciating it. It is auspicious to establish this word in house at  
properplace. 

Om Symbol 

for you to keep toys and photos of elephant in your house.

In your horoscope, Sun and Saturn, Sun and Rahu, Saturn and Moon, Mars and Rahu or 
Saturn and Mars are situated in same house. You should burry a foil of silver or pair of 
snakes beneath the threshold of you main gate. It will confer auspicious results to your 
child. 
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During the marriage and birth of son auspicious sign Panchagulak is made from turmeric 
and rice on back. It is a very old tradition. Number 5 is symbol of continuity and immortality 
of five elements. Hand is considered as symbol of action. It also represents blessing and 
fearlessness posture of Gods. By establishing hand as an auspicious sign in house, 
significance of prosperity Panch Mahabhuta and action is expressed. In Baudh Dharma 
various psychological conditions are expressed by postures of hand. 

Panchagulak Hand 

Swastik has been using as an auspicious sign since ancient times. According to regious 
opinion, it is a symbol of victory. It is considered auspicious and made at both sides of 
manin gate of house so that build can remain safe from bad sight. If Swastik sign is 
eastablished in house, it make family members successful in their works. 

Swastik 

every religious scripture. It brings peace and comforts. Hence, Mangal Kalash is 
established first of all during Griha Pravesh. 
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Trishul (Trident) 

For Christians cross is an auspicious symbol. Number 786 and half moon are auspicious 
symbol for Muslims and Onkar is auspicious symbol for Sikhs. These auspicious sings 
should make at main gate. These are symbol of prosperity and auspicioness. 

Religious auspicious symbols 

Fish is a symbol of true love. Darshan of Fish before starting the journey is considered 
auspicious and as symbol of success. Fish Darshan during Dashhara is an ancient 
tradition. A couple of fish should make at main gate of house. It is auspicious for residents 
of that house. 

Symbol of Fish 
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Red colour is factor of Mars. This auspicious sign is made after painting a square shaped 
wooden piece with red colour or covering the wooden piece from red coloured cloth. If you 
keep it in your home, your family members will remain safe from magic, tantra, diseases, 
outer obstacles etc. 

Red Colour 

Trishul, symbol of Lord Shiva, eliminates all kinds of difficulties and increases comfort, 
prosperity, wealth and fame. 
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House Chart (based on Moon Chart)

Sample  DOB: 18:12:1973 ; TOB: 01:45:00AM ; POB: Ballia (up) (INDIA)

MindSutra Software Technologies, New Delhi
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In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 3rd house. You will build a very beautiful house  
andyour relatives will help you in every possible way during construction of house. You  
maybe eye specialist or any eye specialist can reside around your house. 

You should serve your brother-in-laws and niece and foundation of your house should be 
laid by any of them. As you start the construction of house, keep three dogs at home. It will 
help you to complete the construction of your house smoothly.

If you find any buried stone in your foundation while digging it, then leave this plot. If any 
stone is buried in foundation, it can be very inauspicious. 

To enhance the auspicious results related to house and reduce the inauspicious results, 
you should keep three dogs at your house otherwise you will remain poor always. 

You may get comfort of land and house after a delay. Serving a dog or wearing a coral will 
be beneficial for you. 

First you have to understand results of Saturn and perform the remedies. You 
have to give priority to Saturn on other planets. 

Result of Saturn Situated in 3rd House (Southern Nairitya Direction 

According to Lal Kitab, Satrun plays a vital role in construction of house in 
everyones horoscope. Situation of Saturns provides lots of information about 
the house of native. To know, when will house be constructed, which kind of 
house will confer auspicious result etc., carefully watch the position of Saturn. 
Saturn must confer its auspicious or inauspicious result 3 or 18 years after 
laying the foundation of house. 

(Based on Lal-Kitab Moon Chart) 
Planet's result and remedies in house chart
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In your horoscope, Sun is situated in 9th house. East facing house will be beneficial for 
you. If you are buying a built house, buy an east facing house. You should not buy such plot 
which is elevated in center or its slope towards east.

In your horoscope, Sun is situated in 9th house. Sun will always bless you. You and your 
coming generation will completely enjoy the comfort of house built by you and your  
parents.You entire family will live in your parental house. Your family may be very big. You 
should make proper arrangement for sunlight in your house. Whenever you build a house, 
must use brass etc. 

Sun is considered as follower in Lal Kitab and Vaidic Astrology. Due to this 
reason, Sun is given same honour as Vishnu gets and only these two Gods  
arecalled Narayan. 

Result of Sun Situated in 9th House (Brahma-Sthan (Chowk) Direction 

1 - You should serve and give due respect to your brother-in-laws and daughter's son.
2 - Serve the dog. 
3 - Keep 3 dgs at home after completion of house construction. If it is not possible to keep 
3 dogs, atleast keep one dog at home otherwise you will get inauspicious result of Saturn 
and Ketu. 
4 - Fix iron nail in threshold of house.
5 -Build a dark room in the end of house so that financial earning is not obstracted. 
6 - Don't have non veg and alcoholic substances in your house. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House : 

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 3rd house. You should keep in mind that there 
should be no open well around your house, otherwise any accident can happen. 
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In your horoscope, Moon is situated in 6th house. You have to face various problems 
during the construction of house. Either you buy a plot or house; you may face 

Result of Moon Situated in 6th House (North Direction 

1 - You should keep old brass utensils in your kitchen and use them.
2 - Must make light arragnments in your house. 
3 - Gift silver articles to female members of family during the construction of house.
4 - You should not keep any silver articles in your home which you got from others free 
cost. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

You should eatablish things of Moon like milk, rice, pearl etc. in foundation. If possible, let 
your parents or any woman with whom you have blood relation lay the foundation of your 
house. 

You should not have non-vegetarian food and alcohol after construction of your house 
starts; otherwise your financial condition may become bad and construction of your house 
may stop.

If male children are not remaining alive in your house, don't make furnace in your house. 
Keep white cloth, things, milk, sugar etc. near your head while sleeping at night and  
donatethe same in the morning. Give bread to dog at any religious place. 

In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in inauspicious house. Keep old brass utensils in 
your home. Never sell them.

In your horoscope, Sun is being inauspicious due to position or aspect of Saturn, Rahu or 
Ketu. Keep eastern portion of your house open. Luck will favour you. Keep flour mill in your 
house, you will get profit in your business. 
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In your horoscope, Mars is situated in 1st house. You will make all the arrangements of 
security in your house and should do it. You can build a strong wall around your house or 
can do any other security arrangement.

You should keep your house as sacred as temple and not keep any fire weapon inside the 
house, because you may be stubborn and short-temperd and due to this reason you can 
lose your temper and attempt any serious misdeed.

In your horoscope, Mars is situated in 1st house. You will get comfort of good house and 
there will be no delay in completion of house after the starting of constructionof house.  
Yoursiblings will also live in house built by you. 

Never keep stolen things in your house; otherwise you may face troubles and financial 
crisis throughout your life. Luck will not favour you and people who are living with you may 
get inauspicious 

Result of Mars Situated in 1st House (Eastern Ishan Direction 

1 - Never donate milk from your house.
2 - Fix a handpump or any water source in any graveyard after the completion of your 
house. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

impediments. If you want smooth construction of house and overcome problems, give milk 
to your father daily buying from your earnings. If father is not alive, then donate things of 
Moon daily at any religious place from the day when you buy plot. Everything will keep 
improving. 

Your family members and neighbours will behave in same way as you behave with them 
during the construction of your house. Never use dual coloured things in construction of 
house; otherwise your luck may become weak. 
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In your horoscope, Mercury is inauspicious. If you get inauspicious result of Mercury, do  
theremedies of planet present in 2nd house of horoscope and offer the things related to 
that planet to the animals kept in home as pet. 

Result of Mercury Situated in 8th House (South Direction 

1 - Never bring dog from your wife's house to keep at your home as a pet. 
2 - Never keep stolen things in your house.
3 - Burry things of Venus like camphor, ghee, cloth, perfume etc. in foundation during the 
construction of house. 
4 - Donate things related to Jupiter like gram pulses, banana, gold or Laddu of gram flour 
etc. in a temple or at religious place before you enter home. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

results.

You should burry things of Venus like camphor, ghee, cloth, perfume etc. in foundation. 
Due to this behavior of your wife will become sober and placid and your house will 
become a holy place. No conflict or dispute will occur in your house. Your business will 
grow.

Some General Remedies of Mars :

Clean your teeth with white tooth paste or powder daily. Establish milk, sugar, rice and 
pure silver in your house. If possible, use silver utensils. Offer milk with sweet to banyan 
root and apply wet soil on your forehead as Tilak. You will get rid of abdominal problems.  
Ifmishappenings are occurring at your home due to fire, keep sacks of sugar over roof. 
Burry earthen pot filled with honey in graveyard. Keep skin of deer or square shaped silver 
piece with you or in home. Nail over door situated in south direction, not fix horse shoe. 
Avoid black things. Don't plant Oak tree, nor use it. Feed sweet things to birds. Keep 
things made up of elephant tusk with you or in your house. It will be auspicious to collect 
copper, wheat, gold, silver etc. 
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Result of Venus Situated in 10th House (Western Vaybya Direction 

1 - Mix some saffron in yellow paint and colour walls of your house with it.
2 - Paint the roof of your house with white colour.
3 - Must donate things of Saturn like almond, coconut, oil, Urd dal etc. during solar eclipse.
4 - Keep things of Jupiter & Ketu. It will be beneficial and improve the condition. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

In your horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 10th house. You should make the proper 
arrangements for air. Polluted air should not enter your house; otherwise you may suffer 
from dieases. 

God will always bless you.environment of your house will be cheerful. You and your family 
members will get auspicious results in your house.

You should not build your house till your grandfather remains alive; otherwise he may get 
inauspicious results with troubles.

In your horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 10th house. You should neither buy plot nor 
construct your house between 27 to 36 years of your age. 

Result of Jupiter Situated in 10th House (Western Vaybya Direction 

1 - Never change the worship room in your home and place of God-Goddess in your 
worship room.
2 - Don't reconstruct strairs after breaking again and again.
3 - Keep rain water or milk over your roof of your home.
4 - Burry an earthen pot filled with honey at any isolated portion of your home.
5 - Don't live in south facing house. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :
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Result of Rahu Situated in 9th House (Brahma-Sthan (Chowk) Direction 

1 - Remedies of Saturn will be beneficial.
2 - Don't make illicit relation with other women.
3 - Keep some part of west wall unconcreted. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

In your horoscope, Venus is situated in 10th house. Your house will be built according to 
Vastu. All rooms will be balanced and beautiful. Your house will be situated in educated 
society. You will get assistance from your father for construction of house. 

In your horoscope, Venus is situated in 5th house and Moon is situated in inauspicious 
house. Your house may become place of immoral activities. Luck will not favour you and 
your father may also leave you. 

In your horoscope, Rahu is situated in inauspicious house. You should not use blue colour 
in any form in or outside your house.

In your horoscope, Venus is situated in 10th house. If western wall of your house is made 
up of soil, you will get very auspicious results. If it is not made up of soil, then paint some  
ofits portion is from soil or keep earthen toys near it. You will get benefits. 
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In your horoscope, Ketu is situated in 3rd house. You will get help from your in-laws in 
construction of your house. You will get full comfort of child in self built house. You will not 
only build your house, but also help others if any one seeks for your help.

You may spend beyond your capacity to build a better house than others. On this account 
you may meet financial loss. You may also face court case.

Whenever you build your house, keep saffron and gold wire in foundation at right hand 
side. 

In your horoscope, Ketu is situated in 3rd house. If there are three doors, three windows, 
three rooms and three corners in your house, you will get inauspicious results. 

Result of Ketu Situated in 3rd House (Southern Nairitya Direction 

1 - Keep Choti on head. 
2 - Apply saffron tilak daily and also spread saffron in foundation all around. 
3 - Wear gold and burry gold foil at main door.
4 - Don't become the chief of family.
5 - Keep dog at home. If one dies, keep other.
6 - Keep doing remedies of Jupiter continuously. Don't spoil relations with your in-laws. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

In your horoscope, Rahu is situated in 9th house. You will know well how to get work done 
by others. You will be able to change the mind of others as you wish, which will be helpful 
for you to buy plot for your house.

Don't entrap in court cases with your close relatives; otherwise your plot or house may be 
sold.

In your horoscope, Rahu is situated in 9th house. Don't make outlet for dirty water 
underneath threshold of your house; otherwise you will get inauspicious results. 
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1 - Flow things of Jupiter into running water. 
2 - Pour saffron water on threshold of your house daily. 
3 - Keep gold in foundation of your house, you money will increase. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

If you main gate is south facing, often your child may face trouble. Every 3rd year will be 
troublesome for your child. Your child may be idle. 
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In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 10th house. You will earn huge money till you don't 
build your house or buy house. But as you build or buy house, your income may be 
stopped. Your source of income can be obstracted. Your condition will start improving  
after3 years. 

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 10th house. To increase auspicious results or 
decrease inauspicious resuts don't help any body on humanitarian ground. Don't help 
others unless your interest is vested in. it can be harmful for you. 

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 10th house. Sign of Swastik and no. 111 will be 
auspicious for you. 

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 10th house. You may get money from government 
department to build your house. Your friends will also help you in construction of your 
house. 

If construction work of your house is stopped at any stage, then position of Saturn in your 

First you have to understand results of Saturn and perform the remedies. You 
have to give priority to Saturn on other planets. 

Result of Saturn Situated in 10th House (Western Vaybya Direction 

According to Lal Kitab, Satrun plays a vital role in construction of house in 
everyones horoscope. Situation of Saturns provides lots of information about 
the house of native. To know, when will house be constructed, which kind of 
house will confer auspicious result etc., carefully watch the position of Saturn. 
Saturn must confer its auspicious or inauspicious result 3 or 18 years after 
laying the foundation of house. 

(Based on Lal-Kitab Lagna Chart) 
Planet's result and remedies in house chart
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1 - Start construction of your house in 39th year of your age.
2 - Don't have alcoholic and non vegetarian food to eliminate the bad effects of Saturn as 
you start construction of house. 
3 - Don't stop construction work with completing the house.
4 - Establish Lord Ganesh in your home and worship him.
5 - Plant a banyan tree near your house and serve it. Plant it in such a way that its shadow 
doesn't fall on house. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House : 

horoscope is inauspicious. You should do the remadies of Saturn. 
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In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 9th house. You must get comfort of house.  
Possiblyyou will own more than one house. You may own three houses in your life.

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 9th house. If your wife is pregnant at the time of 
beginning of construction of house, you should postpone the construction work of house  
forsome time otherwise your father may get inauspicious results. Start construction work 
after the birth of child. 

You should not accommodate any poor or low income earning person in your house, 
otherwise your financial condition may become bad.

You should not keep any door frame, fuel or wooden material over your roof, otherwise  
youcan get inauspicious results of Saturn.

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 9th house. To increase the auspicious results and 
reduce inauspicious results keep things of Jupiter like turmeric or saffron in your home by 
putting them in a box. 

First you have to understand results of Saturn and perform the remedies. You 
have to give priority to Saturn on other planets. 

Result of Saturn Situated in 9th House (Brahma-Sthan (Chowk) Direction 

According to Lal Kitab, Satrun plays a vital role in construction of house in 
everyones horoscope. Situation of Saturns provides lots of information about 
the house of native. To know, when will house be constructed, which kind of 
house will confer auspicious result etc., carefully watch the position of Saturn. 
Saturn must confer its auspicious or inauspicious result 3 or 18 years after 
laying the foundation of house. 

(Based on Bhava Chalit Chart) 
Planet's result and remedies in house chart
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1 - Before starting the construction work, keep in mind that there should be no garbage, 
wooden objects, fuel and door or window frame inside the house or over its roof;  
otherwisebad effects of Saturn will affect the house and obstract the construction of house.
2 - If you face any trouble in house after the death of parents, then fix a stone anywhere in 
the house.
3 - Remedy of Jupiter will be helpful in house. Plant a Banyan tree at some distance from 
house or at any place so that its shadow doesn't fall on house and serve the tree. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House : 

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 9th house and enemy planet of Saturn Sun, Moon 
or Mars is situated in 3rd house. You will not get inauspicious result of house. But if you 
make any window in dark room inside your home for light, or break wall or make window 
or ventilation in south direction, then you will lose everything within three years. 
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In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 3rd house. You will build a very beautiful house  
andyour relatives will help you in every possible way during construction of house. You  
maybe eye specialist or any eye specialist can reside around your house. 

You should serve your brother-in-laws and niece and foundation of your house should be 
laid by any of them. As you start the construction of house, keep three dogs at home. It will 
help you to complete the construction of your house smoothly.

If you find any buried stone in your foundation while digging it, then leave this plot. If any 
stone is buried in foundation, it can be very inauspicious. 

To enhance the auspicious results related to house and reduce the inauspicious results, 
you should keep three dogs at your house otherwise you will remain poor always. 

You may get comfort of land and house after a delay. Serving a dog or wearing a coral will 
be beneficial for you. 

First you have to understand results of Saturn and perform the remedies. You 
have to give priority to Saturn on other planets. 

Result of Saturn Situated in 3rd House (Southern Nairitya Direction 

According to Lal Kitab, Satrun plays a vital role in construction of house in 
everyones horoscope. Situation of Saturns provides lots of information about 
the house of native. To know, when will house be constructed, which kind of 
house will confer auspicious result etc., carefully watch the position of Saturn. 
Saturn must confer its auspicious or inauspicious result 3 or 18 years after 
laying the foundation of house. 

(Based on Lal-Kitab Moon Chart) 
Planet's result and remedies in house chart
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1 - You should serve and give due respect to your brother-in-laws and daughter's son.
2 - Serve the dog. 
3 - Keep 3 dgs at home after completion of house construction. If it is not possible to keep 
3 dogs, atleast keep one dog at home otherwise you will get inauspicious result of Saturn 
and Ketu. 
4 - Fix iron nail in threshold of house.
5 -Build a dark room in the end of house so that financial earning is not obstracted. 
6 - Don't have non veg and alcoholic substances in your house. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House : 

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 3rd house. You should keep in mind that there 
should be no open well around your house, otherwise any accident can happen. 
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Om Symbol 

According to Vastu if there is any Vastu blemish in the house, try to remove it. For this 
purpose auspicious signs, various pictures, colours, toys and symbols can be used. 
Various kinds of obstacles are removed by use of these signs and comofort & prosperity 
is increased.

In your horoscope, Sun is in auspicious position. It is auspicious for you to keep toy of 
monkey and photo of rising sun in your house.

In your horoscope, Ketu is in auspicious position. It is auspicious for you to photos of pet 
animals in your house.

To make a Manglik sign on main gate is beneficial and brings progress. Swastik, Kalash, 
floral designs and sign of hand should make on main gate. Keep in mind, there must be 
four dots in sign of Swastik, otherwise it is incomplete. Photo of fish, running deer, horse 
riding or elephant riding and tortoise are auspicious.

The most suitable place for putting mirror in house is north and east. Mirror in west gives 
ordinary results. Mirror should not fix or put in south. You can fix mirror along with wash 
basin also. Put mirror in such a way that sun rays should not reflect from it.

Never put a clock in Ishan, south and Agni Kon. Rest other directions are auspicious. 
Clock should never stop. If it is not working, either repair it or replace it. 

Don't use plough, ghani ( Kolhu), wheel used for taking out water from well, spiny trees, 
sap (milk) secreting trees, banyan, ficus, palash, kadambar and bad, vijora, banana, 
pomegranate, lemon, Aak, turmendic, plum, babool and yellow flower producing trees and 
birds' nests woods for making house. 

In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in inauspicious house. It will be auspicious for you 
to keep toys of goats or photos of greenery in your house.

In your horoscope, Sun and Saturn, Sun and Rahu, Saturn and Moon, Mars and Rahu or 
Saturn and Mars are situated in same house. You should burry a foil of silver or pair of 
snakes beneath the threshold of you main gate. It will confer auspicious results to your 
child.

In your horoscope, Jupiter and Venus are situated in same house. It will be auspicious for 
you to keep photos of charitor, horses in your house. 

(Based on Lal-Kitab Moon Chart) 

Installing auspicious signs, various pictures, colours, toys and symbols in 
House
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Swastik 

Mangal Kalash is water filled pot covered by mango leaves, flowers and coconut. Since 
ancient times it has been considering a symbol of auspiciousness, prosperity and 
affluence, because creation has originated from water. Therefore, water is symbol of  
originof universe. Water filled pitcher is considered as symbol of completion of life in  
everyreligious scripture. It brings peace and comforts. Hence, Mangal Kalash is 
established first of all during Griha Pravesh. 

Mangal Kalash (Pitcher) 

Om is symbol of Brahma. Ved has started from this word. This auspicious sign is 
considered as original source of power in Hindu religion. It is used in buildings as an 
auspicious sign. It is Brahma. This sign has been adapted by almost every religion after 
making some alternations in its shape. This word is symbol of whole Brahma, universe, 
infinite power and salutation. This word concentrates the mind and brings peace by  
merelyseeing and pronunciating it. It is auspicious to establish this word in house at  
properplace. 
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Symbol of Fish 

During the marriage and birth of son auspicious sign Panchagulak is made from turmeric 
and rice on back. It is a very old tradition. Number 5 is symbol of continuity and immortality 
of five elements. Hand is considered as symbol of action. It also represents blessing and 
fearlessness posture of Gods. By establishing hand as an auspicious sign in house, 
significance of prosperity Panch Mahabhuta and action is expressed. In Baudh Dharma 
various psychological conditions are expressed by postures of hand. 

Panchagulak Hand 

Swastik has been using as an auspicious sign since ancient times. According to regious 
opinion, it is a symbol of victory. It is considered auspicious and made at both sides of 
manin gate of house so that build can remain safe from bad sight. If Swastik sign is 
eastablished in house, it make family members successful in their works. 
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Trishul (Trident) 

For Christians cross is an auspicious symbol. Number 786 and half moon are auspicious 
symbol for Muslims and Onkar is auspicious symbol for Sikhs. These auspicious sings 
should make at main gate. These are symbol of prosperity and auspicioness. 

Religious auspicious symbols 

Fish is a symbol of true love. Darshan of Fish before starting the journey is considered 
auspicious and as symbol of success. Fish Darshan during Dashhara is an ancient 
tradition. A couple of fish should make at main gate of house. It is auspicious for residents 
of that house. 
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Red colour is factor of Mars. This auspicious sign is made after painting a square shaped 
wooden piece with red colour or covering the wooden piece from red coloured cloth. If you 
keep it in your home, your family members will remain safe from magic, tantra, diseases, 
outer obstacles etc. 

Red Colour 

Trishul, symbol of Lord Shiva, eliminates all kinds of difficulties and increases comfort, 
prosperity, wealth and fame. 
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House Chart (based on Existing House Chart)

Sample  DOB: 18:12:1973 ; TOB: 01:45:00AM ; POB: Ballia (up) (INDIA)

MindSutra Software Technologies, New Delhi
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Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House : 

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 11th house. It will be auspicious for you to build 
your house between 48th to 55th year of your life. You will not face any obstacle and earn 
financial benefits. 

If you build your house before 48th year of your age, you may suffer from long lasting 
disease. You may suffer from from death like suffering. You may have to face several 
troubles.

You should never buy a south facing plot or house or your luck may not favour you. You  
maysuffer from any serious disease. Any charge of murder or conspiracy may be  
imposedon you. 

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 11th house. To increase the auspicious results  
andreduce the inauspicious results keep a silver brick in your house. Pour oil, wine or  
spriton ground during sunrise. 

First you have to understand results of Saturn and perform the remedies. You 
have to give priority to Saturn on other planets. 

Result of Saturn Situated in 11th House (West Direction 

According to Lal Kitab, Satrun plays a vital role in construction of house in 
everyones horoscope. Situation of Saturns provides lots of information about 
the house of native. To know, when will house be constructed, which kind of 
house will confer auspicious result etc., carefully watch the position of Saturn. 
Saturn must confer its auspicious or inauspicious result 3 or 18 years after 
laying the foundation of house. 

(Based on Existing House Chart) 
Planet's result and remedies in house chart
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1 - Before starting the construction of house, pour oil or wine on ground during sun rise 
continuously for 43 days.
2 - Plant lemon tree in west direction of house. If you have to leave construction work 
incomple, then don't have sex with your wife till construction of house is not completed.
3 - Keep a water filled earthen pot in east direction of house in such a way that you can 
see it while entering or exiting from house. 
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Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House : 

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 11th house. It will be auspicious for you to build 
your house between 48th to 55th year of your life. You will not face any obstacle and earn 
financial benefits. 

If you build your house before 48th year of your age, you may suffer from long lasting 
disease. You may suffer from from death like suffering. You may have to face several 
troubles.

You should never buy a south facing plot or house or your luck may not favour you. You  
maysuffer from any serious disease. Any charge of murder or conspiracy may be  
imposedon you. 

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 11th house. To increase the auspicious results  
andreduce the inauspicious results keep a silver brick in your house. Pour oil, wine or  
spriton ground during sunrise. 

First you have to understand results of Saturn and perform the remedies. You 
have to give priority to Saturn on other planets. 

Result of Saturn Situated in 11th House (West Direction 

According to Lal Kitab, Satrun plays a vital role in construction of house in 
everyones horoscope. Situation of Saturns provides lots of information about 
the house of native. To know, when will house be constructed, which kind of 
house will confer auspicious result etc., carefully watch the position of Saturn. 
Saturn must confer its auspicious or inauspicious result 3 or 18 years after 
laying the foundation of house. 

(Based on Existing House Chart) 
Planet's result and remedies in house chart
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In your horoscope, Sun is situated in 5th house. You should buy a plot for house where two 
ways would be situated on two sides of it. If main gate is towards east and second gate is 
towards west, it will be much better. If there is no way towards west, then leave some 
space in this direction and then build the rooms. Perform worship of foundation ( Neev 
Puja) in east direction.

Build kitchen in east direction and keep its door in east direction. You will get auspicious 
result. Start feeding gram and gud to red faced monkey from the day when you construct 
roof. If you have built your house in young age, then don't make delay in getting child. If you 
get child on right time, Goddess Annapurna will always keep blessing you.

You should keep a thin golden wire in foundation of your house. It will reduce your troubles. 
You and your family will never meet bad luck. When construction of your house starts, don't 
eat chicken. Keep hens and birsds as pet in your house or over its roof. 

If male children are not remaining alive in your house, don't make furnace in your house. 
Keep white cloth, things, milk, sugar etc. near your head while sleeping at night and  
donatethe same in the morning. Give bread to dog at any religious place. 

Sun is considered as follower in Lal Kitab and Vaidic Astrology. Due to this 
reason, Sun is given same honour as Vishnu gets and only these two Gods  
arecalled Narayan. 

Result of Sun Situated in 5th House (East Direction 

1 - Before starting the construction of house, pour oil or wine on ground during sun rise 
continuously for 43 days.
2 - Plant lemon tree in west direction of house. If you have to leave construction work 
incomple, then don't have sex with your wife till construction of house is not completed.
3 - Keep a water filled earthen pot in east direction of house in such a way that you can 
see it while entering or exiting from house. 
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Result of Mars Situated in 2nd House (Northern Vaybya Direction 

1 - Never donate milk from your house.
2 - Fix a handpump or any water source in any graveyard after the completion of your 
house. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

In your horoscope, Moon is situated in 6th house. You have to face various problems 
during the construction of house. Either you buy a plot or house; you may face 
impediments. If you want smooth construction of house and overcome problems, give milk 
to your father daily buying from your earnings. If father is not alive, then donate things of 
Moon daily at any religious place from the day when you buy plot. Everything will keep 
improving. 

Your family members and neighbours will behave in same way as you behave with them 
during the construction of your house. Never use dual coloured things in construction of 
house; otherwise your luck may become weak. 

Result of Moon Situated in 6th House (North Direction 

1 - You should worship lord Sun daily, because inauspicious Saturn may casue troubles or 
diseases for your sons and any mishappening can occur. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :
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1 - Get the foundation laid by your brothers or friends. 
2 - If you are facing problem in Griha Pravesh or it is postponing for last several days, float 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

In your horoscope, Mars is situated in 2nd house. You may be eledest brother. If you are 
younger, you may have charecterstic to show yourself as an eleder. Whether your house is 
built, or yours brother's or relatives' or any other's house is built, you should not give your 
opinion and not become all in all.

When you feel your financial condition is fine, only then buy plot or start construction of 
house. Try to avoid more loans; otherwise you may not become free from debt. Your 
mental peace may vanish due to debt.

In your horoscope, Mars is situated in 2nd house. Your house can build around your mid 
age.

In your horoscope, Mars is situated in 2nd house. You will build a special room for your 
younger siblings in your house. You will have full control over your house and people 
residing there and you will fulfil your responbilites with full dedication.

You will use iron material more in your house and use modern electrical appliances or 
equipments to enhance the beauty of house. Birds will reside in your house. 

Some General Remedies of Mars :

Clean your teeth with white tooth paste or powder daily. Establish milk, sugar, rice and 
pure silver in your house. If possible, use silver utensils. Offer milk with sweet to banyan 
root and apply wet soil on your forehead as Tilak. You will get rid of abdominal problems.  
Ifmishappenings are occurring at your home due to fire, keep sacks of sugar over roof. 
Burry earthen pot filled with honey in graveyard. Keep skin of deer or square shaped silver 
piece with you or in home. Nail over door situated in south direction, not fix horse shoe. 
Avoid black things. Don't plant Oak tree, nor use it. Feed sweet things to birds. Keep 
things made up of elephant tusk with you or in your house. It will be auspicious to collect 
copper, wheat, gold, silver etc. 
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Result of Jupiter Situated in 7th House (Western Nairitya Direction 

1 - Grow flower plants before Griha Pravesh. You will get very auspicious results.
2 - If you are getting inauspicious results related to Mercury, burry a glass bottle filled with 
milk in any isolated place in your house.
3 - It will be beneficial to burry a bottle of Gangajal in garden of your house.
4 - Keep things of Jupiter in your study or worship room. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in 6th house. You should spen money carefully 
during the construction of your house. You may waste your money during construction of 
house. 

If you have any daughter, first of all take her blessing during the construction of house and 
gift anything to her as per your capability. 

In your horoscope, Mercury is inauspicious. You should never keep your main door 
towards north, nor marry your daughter in north direction. 

In your horoscope, Mercury is in inauspicious position. You may construct your house from 
the money earned by cheating. 

Result of Mercury Situated in 6th House (North Direction 

Rewari ( a sweet made up of white sesames & sugar/jiggery) into running water. 
3 - Make a small habitat for birds on roof and make arrangement for their food and water. 
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Result of Venus Situated in 11th House (West Direction 

1 - Establish lord Shiva in temple of your house and worship him daily. 
2 - Do the remediy of Moon and keep things of Moon in your house.
3 - Burry ratti (used for measurement of gold quantity) after tieing in yellow cloth in 
foundation of your house and keep gold also with these ratti after tieing in yellow cloth. 
Your wealth will increase.
4 - Don't keep the things of extravagance in your home and nor become extravagant. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

In your horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 7th house. Religious deeds will keep occurring in 
your house. There may be two door in your house, but you may use any of one. 

Discussions on religious and astrological issues will keep occurring in your house and  
youwill have a small collection of religious books. 

In your horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 7th house and Ketu is situated in auspicious 
house. A very beautiful temple will be in your house. You will worship there without loosing 
your concentration. 

In your horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 7th house. You should sow the plants that produce 
yellow coloured flowers. 

In your horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 7th house and Mercury or Saturn is situated in  
2nd,6th or 12th house. There is very less possibility of your getting child in the house built 
by you. You may not get much comfort of child. If you have a son, your movable - 
immovable property may destroy in your life span. 
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In your horoscope, Rahu is situated in 12th house. Your house will be built after 48 years  
ofyour age. If it is constructed before this time, construction may not be fully completed 

Result of Rahu Situated in 12th House (Eastern Aagneya Direction 

1 - Do the remedy of Mercury.
2 - Take things of Moon and Saturn with medicine. It will be beneficial in sexual diseases.
3 - Donate oil only from main gate of your home. 
4 - Donate cotton and curd in temple.
5 - Don't make your wife chief of your wealth. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

In your horoscope, Venus is situated in 11th house. You will also get comfort of a house 
built by your father.

Your luck will rise after your marriage. You should build your house after your marriage.

You will have more daughters than sons. Your female child will bring fortune for you and 
your wealth will increase. 
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1 - Keep Lord Ganesha in your home and worship him daily.
2 - Keep a dog at home. If it is died due to any reason, keep other one.
3 - Take care of your child. If he/she faces any trouble, do the remedy of Rahu.
4 - Don't lose your character. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

In your horoscope, Ketu is situated in 12th house. You will get full comfort of your house 
without any obstacle. You will live in self built house. Your place will not change. Wherever 
you live, you will make progress there. 

In your horoscope, Ketu is situated in 12th house. You should not buy a plot from any 
childless person; otherwise you may not get any child. 

In your horoscope, Moon, Venus or Mars is situated in 2nd house. You will get 
inauspicious result of Ketu. Any of your family members or relatives will try to create 
obstacle during construction of your house. 

Result of Ketu Situated in 12th House (Eastern Aagneya Direction 

1 - Keep your head towards south while sleeping at night and keep things of Mars ( 
Aneseeds or Coral) under your pillow.
2 - Have food while sitting in kitchen.
3 - Don't become obstinate and insist for anything without any reason. 

Do Following Precautaions/Remedies for House :

and on this account you will get inauspicious results related to Rahu. You may have to sell 
your house.

In your horoscope, Rahu is situated in 12th house. Your neigbours and other people may 
try to defame you by imposing false blames on you and conspire to get your house sold. 
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Om Symbol 

According to Vastu if there is any Vastu blemish in the house, try to remove it. For this 
purpose auspicious signs, various pictures, colours, toys and symbols can be used. 
Various kinds of obstacles are removed by use of these signs and comofort & prosperity 
is increased.

In your horoscope, Mercury is in auspicious position. It is auspicious for you to keep toys  
ofparrot-Maina, photos of greenery in your house.

In your horoscope, Sun is in auspicious position. It is auspicious for you to keep toy of 
monkey and photo of rising sun in your house.

In your horoscope, Ketu is in auspicious position. It is auspicious for you to photos of pet 
animals in your house.

To make a Manglik sign on main gate is beneficial and brings progress. Swastik, Kalash, 
floral designs and sign of hand should make on main gate. Keep in mind, there must be 
four dots in sign of Swastik, otherwise it is incomplete. Photo of fish, running deer, horse 
riding or elephant riding and tortoise are auspicious.

The most suitable place for putting mirror in house is north and east. Mirror in west gives 
ordinary results. Mirror should not fix or put in south. You can fix mirror along with wash 
basin also. Put mirror in such a way that sun rays should not reflect from it.

Never put a clock in Ishan, south and Agni Kon. Rest other directions are auspicious. 
Clock should never stop. If it is not working, either repair it or replace it. 

Don't use plough, ghani ( Kolhu), wheel used for taking out water from well, spiny trees, 
sap (milk) secreting trees, banyan, ficus, palash, kadambar and bad, vijora, banana, 
pomegranate, lemon, Aak, turmendic, plum, babool and yellow flower producing trees and 
birds' nests woods for making house. 

In your horoscope, Mercury and Moon are situated in same house. It will be auspicious for 
you to keep photo of sugarcan farm in your house.

In your horoscope, Moon and Mercury are situated in same house. It will be auspicious for 
you to keep toys and photos of green plant, parrot, maina and swans in your house.

In your horoscope, Mercury and Moon, Mercury and Jupiter or Mercury and Mars are 
situated in same house. It will be auspicious for you to keep photos of kids and youths in 
your house. 

(Based on Existing House Chart) 

Installing auspicious signs, various pictures, colours, toys and symbols in 
House
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Swastik 

Mangal Kalash is water filled pot covered by mango leaves, flowers and coconut. Since 
ancient times it has been considering a symbol of auspiciousness, prosperity and 
affluence, because creation has originated from water. Therefore, water is symbol of  
originof universe. Water filled pitcher is considered as symbol of completion of life in  
everyreligious scripture. It brings peace and comforts. Hence, Mangal Kalash is 
established first of all during Griha Pravesh. 

Mangal Kalash (Pitcher) 

Om is symbol of Brahma. Ved has started from this word. This auspicious sign is 
considered as original source of power in Hindu religion. It is used in buildings as an 
auspicious sign. It is Brahma. This sign has been adapted by almost every religion after 
making some alternations in its shape. This word is symbol of whole Brahma, universe, 
infinite power and salutation. This word concentrates the mind and brings peace by  
merelyseeing and pronunciating it. It is auspicious to establish this word in house at  
properplace. 
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Symbol of Fish 

During the marriage and birth of son auspicious sign Panchagulak is made from turmeric 
and rice on back. It is a very old tradition. Number 5 is symbol of continuity and immortality 
of five elements. Hand is considered as symbol of action. It also represents blessing and 
fearlessness posture of Gods. By establishing hand as an auspicious sign in house, 
significance of prosperity Panch Mahabhuta and action is expressed. In Baudh Dharma 
various psychological conditions are expressed by postures of hand. 

Panchagulak Hand 

Swastik has been using as an auspicious sign since ancient times. According to regious 
opinion, it is a symbol of victory. It is considered auspicious and made at both sides of 
manin gate of house so that build can remain safe from bad sight. If Swastik sign is 
eastablished in house, it make family members successful in their works. 
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Trishul (Trident) 

For Christians cross is an auspicious symbol. Number 786 and half moon are auspicious 
symbol for Muslims and Onkar is auspicious symbol for Sikhs. These auspicious sings 
should make at main gate. These are symbol of prosperity and auspicioness. 

Religious auspicious symbols 

Fish is a symbol of true love. Darshan of Fish before starting the journey is considered 
auspicious and as symbol of success. Fish Darshan during Dashhara is an ancient 
tradition. A couple of fish should make at main gate of house. It is auspicious for residents 
of that house. 
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Red colour is factor of Mars. This auspicious sign is made after painting a square shaped 
wooden piece with red colour or covering the wooden piece from red coloured cloth. If you 
keep it in your home, your family members will remain safe from magic, tantra, diseases, 
outer obstacles etc. 

Red Colour 

Trishul, symbol of Lord Shiva, eliminates all kinds of difficulties and increases comfort, 
prosperity, wealth and fame. 
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It is necessary to count the corners of plot before constructing the house. Four connered 
house (every corner of 90 degree) is the best.

3 cornered, 13 cornered or 18 cornered houses should never build. It gives inauspicious 
results. If center portion of house is elevated as stomach of fish or house has 5 corners, it 
will not be good. 

8 cornered houses give diseases. Residents never get rid of diseases even after making 
several efforts and waste money for the treatments. Any member of family may suffer from 
death like suffering.

In 18 cornered houses money is not saved. Loss of silver and gold can occur or silver and 
gold of house can be lost.

In 3 or 13 cornered house relations between brothers may not remain cordial. They keep 
quarreling or losses may occur due to them. Firy accidents may happen in house and on 
this account financial loss may occur. Any of family members may die untimely or may 
suffer from death like suffering.

Child will face trouble in 5 cornered house. His/ her education may not get completed. 
He/she may be idle and on this account he/she will be ruined.

If plot is elevated in center like stomach of a fish, then problems will be created in 
expansion of clan. Houselord can be childless. He will be only brother in his family.

If you build a house on a sideless plot, you have to face innumerous problems. There may 
be more than one untimely death occur in family. No. of widows or widowers may be more 
in such kind of house.

Before starting the construction of house, get the Bhumi Pujan done and after construting 
the house do the Griha Pravesh at auspicious time. Try to leave maximum empty space 
towards east and north. You should leave vacant space around the built house and must 
construct boundary wall. Select such kind of plot for house which is directed towards main 
directions viz. east, west, north and south. Main entrance of house should be bigger than 
other doors of house. If possible, build a door of two flaps at main gate. It is beneficial to 
build the main gate in auspicious segments according to Vastuchakra.

Don't build any kind of beam, stair, well etc, in the center of house. Always try to krrp this 
area burden free. Generally, courtyard in the middle of house is considered the best.  
Keepthe slope of courtyard towards east or north. There should be no open space  
towardsNaitratya direction in the house nor build main gate or boundary wall in this 
direction. If there is any banyan tree nearby house and its shadow falls on your house, you 
will get inauspicious result. To eliminate the inauspicious result, pour water on roots of 
banyan tree and if possible change the house. If shadow of any religious building falls on 
your house, you may meet financial loss on the account of 

Rules and precautions related to house
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sickness.

If house is situated on land of graveyard or near it, then you may not get child or family 
members may not get cured from diseases. To eliminate the inauspicious results, fix a 
handpump or build a well in north or west direction. If there is a well nearby your house, 
pour milk into it daily. Your wealth will increase. But if you drop garbage into it, you may 
ruin.

Mirror used in house shoud be fixed towards east or north side wall. There should be no 
obstacle in front of main gate.whenever you do any auspicious work; sit while facing 
towards east or north. Never keep broken mirror or useless watches in your house. Any 
spiny plant should not grow inside the house.

Don't keep useless and waste things in the house. Old clothes, wastes, newspaper etc. 
should not keep in the house. Things which are not used daily should keep properly at 
suitable place so that house remains neat and clean. Keep in mind that don't work while 
sitting under the beam nor sleep under it. Don't keep any kind of photos which display 
violence, fear, sadness, death or disease. Such kind of photos generates negative 
thoughts.

If there is a Keekar plant inside your boundary wall or near your house, you may not have 
child or education of your child may be hampered or he/she may not not remain healthy.As 
a remedy sleep at night while keeping water towards your head and pour the same on 
roots of any tree in the morning. Do it for 43 days continuously. 

If there is any furnace, made after digging the ground, in your house near your entrance 
and that is used during auspicious occasions only like marriage etc. closed after that, then 
after the birth of a male child in your family it will be inauspicious for your wealth and 
property. Destruction of his blood relatives will start. Therefore, never keep such kind of 
furnace in house. As remedial measure, dig out the furnance, take burnt soil apart and  
flowthis burnt soil into river or pond. After that, fill the fresh soil at that place.

According to Vastu, establishing the idols in the house is not auspicious. Generally  
statuesare kept in temple because temple is not a factor of living things. While 
environment of house always remains live and noisy and this disturbs the peace of temple 
situated in house. Besides it, levotery, bathroom etc. are situated near temple and due to 
this sanctity of temple is spoiled. Hence, idols should not establish in the house. Keep 
photos instead of idols. Don't use bell etc. during worship. If you establish statue in house 
and worship it, you may face problem in birth of child and education of your child will be 
hampered in future. You will remain mentally tense.

When you enter the house and there is any dark room at your right hand side at the last 
end of house and in this room there no ventilation or window for light or air except door, 
then this room is factor of Saturn and symbolizes auspicious Saturn. It influences the age 
etc. of family members. Hence, in such kind of room, any window or ventilation should not 
be built for light or air nor should any electrical arrangement be made for light. If you do it, 
your wealth as well as clan may destroy. Your family life will not remain cordial and your 
relations with your relatives and neighbours may not remain 
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good.

If you have to change the roof of this room due to any reason, then build a new one over it 
before breaking the old roof. By doing so, you will not meet any loss. Such kinds of rooms 
don't destroy themselves, but will destroy only when you break them, because Saturn  
lovesdarkness. Hence, it will be inauspicious for your family members, if you turn  
darknessinto light.

Gnerally, precious items like jwellery, money etc. are kept in locker, boxes or at any secret 
place under the ground. If the place where these valuable items are kept is left vacant,  
thenfinancial strength starts declining. Hence never leave these places empaty. If jwellery, 
money etc. are not kept in Tijori, keep any sweet thing or almonds. If you do it, your 
financial condition will remain good and auspiciousness will increase. Keep in mind, don't 
eat these almonds.

According to Vastu, if floor of a house is not unconcreted anywhere, then it is considered 
that Venus doesn't reside in that house. It affects the health of women residing there as 
well as financial condition badly. Therefore keep things of Venus in the house to establish 
Venus. You should plant money plant or potato plant or keep cow at home, it will make 
situation favourable. For happy family life and financial prosperity, you must leave a raw 
(unconcreted) in your house. If raw space has not left or can not be left, then tie some 
ghee, 7 camphore tablets and some cotton in a white cotton hanky and keep it at a clean 
and safe place in your house. 

According to Vastu, if main gate of house is in south direction and Mars is not auspicious 
in horoscope, and then house will prove very inauspicious. You will not get any comfort in 
such kind of house. It will be more inauspicious for women. Hence, you should try to shift 
the main gate in any other direction. If it is not possible then keep a red mouth monkey 
made up of soil at your main gate towards inside. Face of monkey should be towards 
main gate. Since red mouth monkey is factor of Sun, and by keeping it Sun is established 
in house which gives auspicious power to South direction and reduces inauspicious 
results.

If main gate is in south direction, powerful Mars shows enemity with Saturn with more 
intensity. Hence, burry a flat silver wire under the threshold of house. Breadth of wire can 
be any, but length of the wire should be same as the length of threshold. It will be 
auspicious for family members. 
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House of Planet Mars 

When main gate is situated in east or Ishan, water sources like water tank, handpump, 
pond etc. are situated inside or at some distance from house, such kind of house is ruled 
by Moon. Much white colour is used in this house. This kind of house confers comfort and 
prosperity. 

House of Planet Moon 

When main gate of house is situated in east, proper sun and light come into house or Sun 
rises in front of house, veranda or courtyard is situated in center of house, electrical 
equipments like refrigerator or other appliances are kept near kitchen, sources of water 
like tank, tap etc. are kept or fixed in veranda or courtyard at right hand side as you come 
out of house, such kind of house is ruled by Lord Sun. This kind of house confers health. 

House of Planet Sun 

Identification of houses related to Planets
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House of Planet Jupiter 

When house has much open space in every side, other houses are situated at some 
distance, broad leaved trees are planted near house, but banyan or melbury tree are not 
there, such kind of house is ruled by Mercury. 

House of Planet Mercury 

When Mars is auspicious in horoscope, main gate of house will be situated in north or 
south. There will be much cement work in the house. There will be proper arrangement for 
air and water in the house. If Mars is not auspicious in the horoscope, main gate of house 
will be in south. Shadow of any tree may fall on house. Any graveyard may be situated  
nearhouse. There may be any backery, confectionery shop or hotel near house. Residents 
of such house may suffer from diseases and they may not get full comfort of child. There is 
a possibility, that they may not have child. They may not get mental peace. 
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House of Planet Saturn 

When main gate is situated in north or south, threshold of door is in north-south direction, 
there is some soil part in the house, more flower plants are planted in house, such kind of 
house is ruled by Venus. 

House of Planet Venus 

When veranda or courtyard is situated in a corner of house, main gate is situated in north, 
south or north-east direction, any temple, mosque, Gurudwara, banyan or banana tree is 
situated near house, and such kind of house is ruled by Jupiter. 
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House of Planet Ketu 

When house is ruled by Rahu, diseases will keep creating trouble in such kind of house. 
Quarrels will keep occurring among family members. There will be a pit, drainage or water 
filled earthen pot at right hand side as you enter the house. If Rahu is not auspicious, you 
have to change the roof again and again. There will be smoke in the house and dirty water 
will be stored in the house. Neighbour living infornt of house may not has child or that 
house will be damaged. 

House of Planet Rahu 

When main gate of house is situated in west, last room of the house is dark, such kind of 
house is ruled by Saturn. Comfort and prosperity will prevail in this house till the time this 
last room remain dark. If you make any arrangement for light either by constructing 
window/ventilation or by any other mean, you will face problem. Good quality wood is not 
used in such kind of house. any stone would be fixed in house. Old woods would be kept 
over roof. 
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When house is opened from one or three side or it is situated at corner, such kind of 
house is ruled by Ketu. No. of windows will be more. There will be ways from two sides in 
the house. Dogs will roan around the house frequently. No. of sons or grandsons will not  
bemore than three in such kind of house. House of any neighbour will be damaged. 
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According to Lal Kitab, square shaped plot is the best for constructing house. House built 
on such kind of plot always confers all kind of comforts to house owner and family 
members. 

Square shaped plot : 

According to Lal Kitab, rectangular plot is considered as auspicious for house. House  
builton such kind of plot confers comfort and peace always. 

Rectangular plot : 

According to Lal Kitab, plot for building house should be chose carefully.  
Whatkind of plot will be beneficial for you, you should decide it before building 
the house. 

Shapes of land for houses
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'Singhmukhi' plot : 

According to Lal Kitab, triangular plot is not favourable for construction of house. 
Residents of house built on triangular plot, face mental tension. They may face defamation 
and have to become tense due to government. Therefore, house should not be built on 
such kind of plot. 

Triangular plot : 

According to Lal Kitab, spherical plot is favorable for building house. Residents of house 
built on spherical plot, live a comfortable house. 

Spherical plot : 
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Half moon shaped plot : 

According to Lal kitab, such kind of plot is narrower in front and broader behind. House 
built on Gaumukhi plot confers comfort and peace. Such kind of plot should not use for 
commercial purpose as any kind of business does not succeed here. 

'Gaumukhi' plot : 

According to Lal Kitab, the plot which is not squarish or rectalgular but borad in front and 
narrower behind is called Singhmukhi plot. Such kind of plot is not auspicious for 
residential building. Residents of such kind of house never get comfort and peace. They 
keep facing one or other problems. Rather such kind of plot is more auspicious and 
beneficial for commercial purpose and expands business. 
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Accorind to Lal kitab, any other kind of building should not build on oval shaped plot  
exceptbuilding related to religious purpose. Residential building should not build on such 
kind of plot. If any temple or religious building is build on such kind of plot, it will be 
auspicious. 

Oval shaped plot : 

According to Lal kitab, half moon shaped plot is not favourable for residential purpose. It  
isnot auspicious for building house. 
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Air 

Fire provides enery and power. To get the beneficial rays of sun, house should be opened 
towards north and east direction. Make slope in east and north direction and don't plant  
talland dense trees infront of house. Morning sun rays have much vitamin D that is very 
beneficial for body. Evening sun rays are harmful; therefore you should plant tall trees in 
south and west. Construction should be also higher in south and west direction. To 
increase fire element, sit outside during sun rise and let sun rays fall on your body. 

Fire 

Numerous planets, castellations, stars etc. are present from earth to space. This entire 
area is called Sky. To eastablish sky element in the house, there must be open courtyard 
in the house. Length and breadth of should not be complete 3, 13, 8, 18 feet. Keep it a bit 
more or lesser. To increase the sky element, see starts in the sky. 

Sky 

Universe is made up of five elements- Sky, Fire, Water, Wind and Earth. All the 
creations which exist in nature are made up of all these five elements. it is very 
necessary to maintain equilibrium among all these five elements, so that life can 
become pleasurable in every terms. 

Vastu and five elements
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Earth is a maganet, which attracts anything by its gravitational force. According to Vadic 
principle, whatever is present in universe, same exists in our body. Our body has two 

Earth 

Water is very essential for our life. Water sources should be made in noth, east or Ishan. it 
will be beneficial. Outlet for rain water, well, swimming pool and bathroom should be built 
in north-east. Drainage for unclean water, sever and septic tank should be in north-west 
direction. Water sources in center of house bring loss of wealth. If water sources are 
situated in east, prosperity will wipe out and if water sources are situated in south, female 
members of family will face troubles. It establishes proper gravitational relation. To 
increase water element, drink enough pure and clean water. 

Water 

Air exists everywhere. Life is impossible without air. Eastern wind confers solar energy 
and northern wind confers coolness. More doors and windows in eastern and northern 
portion of house will be beneficial. South-west part should be higher and east-north  
portionshould be lower. To increase air element, take a deep breath near plants. 
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poles like earth has. Head is North Pole and legs are South Pole. Therefore, we should 
keep our head towards south and legs towards north while sleeping. It brings sound sleep 
and saves from blood pressure, diabities etc. to increase the earth element, walk bare 
footed on grass or floor. 
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According to Vastu, if house higher in north direction, it is inauspicious for women living 
there. They keep suffering from one or other disease. Besides it, financial losses also 
occur. If any door in north direction is situated towards Vayvya, there is possibility of 
occurring theft and accidents from fire. Due to high houses or heaps in north of home 
financial losses occur always. If in premise of house there is more open space in south 
direction and no open space in north direction, then you can not live there for long time or 
house will become abandoned place soon. 

According to Vastu, house and balcony or veranda should be lower in north direction. It is 
auspicious for women living in the house and brings more financial gains. More empty 
space in north than south is more auspicious. Residents of such kind of house live a 
prosperous life. If main gate is in Ishan direction, it confers very auspicious results. Very 
intelligent and meritorious children are born in such kind of house. Passage made to way 
out used water from north to Ishan is auspicious. It confers commercial progress and 
makes financial condition strong. 

Kuber is lord of North direction. Level of floor should be lower in north direction and 
constructed place should also be lower. According to Vastu, to build veranda in north 
direction is auspicious. Besides it, construction of main gate, stairs or place for keeping 
jwellery, precious things, money etc. in this direction is also auspicious. There should not 
be much burden in this direction and the more vacant space, the stronger financial 
condition will be. Any big building or mountain in north direction will increase 
inauspiciousness. It will be beneficial to fix white or green coloured curtains or glass in this 
direction. 

North direction 

Importance of directions in Vastu
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East direction 

According to Vastu, if balcony is slanted in south direction, it gives inauspicious results. If 
boundary walls of north direction are higher than south direction, it is very inauspicious  
andruins the residents of this kind of house. If any water source or well is situated in south 
direction, it is very inauspicious. It causes financial and human losses. Main gate of house 
should not be in south-aagney. It causes losses on the account of theft, court cases and 
fire. According to Vastu, floor lower in south direction than north direction is inauspicious. 
Women residing in such kind of house can have ill health and suffer from death like 
sufferings. 

According to Vastu, if any road or path is connected to the plot in south direction, house 
should be built from the edge of that road. It will be beneficial. Keeping heavy things in 
rooms built in south direction is beneficial. If possible, make outlet for water, used in south 
direction, in north direction. It keeps health of women of house good and strengthens 
financial condition. South portion of residential premise should be higher than north 
portion. It confers health and wealth. 

Yam is considered as lord of South direction. Bedroom should be built in south direction. 
In this direction plot or constructed house should be higher than other directions. Putting 
black coloured curtains, glasses etc. in south direction are beneficial. 

South direction 
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West direction 

If main gate is situated in east direction closer to Aagney-east, house owner can face 
court cases and theft may occur. If there is no empty or open space in east direction, 
residents of such house may suffer from headache, paralysis and eye ailments or any 
other kind of diseases. If there is open space in east, keep it clean. If it is not clean, it will 
be harmful for wealth and son. According to vastu, if eastern portion is higher than west 
part, financial crisis always remains in house. Mental development of children born in such 
kind of house is hampered and due to this reason their progress is obstracted. 

If main gate of east facing house is seen from road situated outside, then according to 
Vastu, it confers auspicious results. According to Vastu, room to be built in east, eastern 
portion of this room should be lower. It confers robust health to residents. If any one is 
suffering from any disease, he/she gets well soon. According to Vastu, outer wall situated 
in east direction should be lower than western wall. It confers wealth & expands clan and 
any child who is born in such kind of house makes much progress in his/her life. If 
possible, keep main gate in east direction. East facing house confers all kinds of 
comforts, facilities and peace. If well or water sorces are made in east, family members 
enjoy comforts, peace and progress. If possible, keep more empty and open space in 
east direction. It confers wealth and fame forever. If possible, make outlet for used water  
ineast direction. It always confers peace and comfort. 

Indra is considered as lord of east. It is called Pitra Bhag. If this direction is auspicious, 
comfort of male child is good. According to Vastu, building well, bathroom or handpump in 
east direction is auspicious. If this direction is small or much heavy things are kept in this 
direction or house is higher in this direction, it is inauspicious. It causes financial and 
family losses. To put yellow curtains in this direction is auspicious. 
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South-West (Nairitya) direction 

According to Vastu, empty space situated in west direction should not be lower than east 
direction. It is inauspicious. If door built in west direction is situated towards Vayavya, 
family members face court cases without any reason and meet financial losses. Outlet for 
used water should not make in west direction. On this account, residents of such kind of 
house may suffer from serious diseases. If open space is more in west direction than  
east,it is inauspicious. It ruins the clan. If door built in west direction is situated towards 
Naitratya, family members meet financial losses, suffer from diseases etc. 

According to Vastu, level of plot or floor of house should be higher than floor of north-east. 
It is auspicious for residents. If main gate and other doors are west facing, then according 
to vastu it is auspicious. If tall trees and big stones are situated in west, residents of such 
kind of house get auspicious results. Walls of western direction should be higher than 
eastern walls. It increases auspiciousness. 

Varun is considered as lord of west direction. According to Vastu, stairs and garden in 
west direction is auspicious. But some Vastu experts consider this direction as a place of 
food also. Besides it, water source can be made in this direction. Plot or constructed 
portion of house should be higher in this direction. Doors and windows should be in lesser 
no. and white coloured curtains & glasses should be used in this direction. It will be 
beneficial for you. 
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South-East (Aagneya) direction 

According to Vastu, expansion of Naitratya Kon is inauspicious. Its expansion increases 
no. of enemies and they dominate. Family members may have to take loan due to court 
cases. Underground water tank should not be situated in Naitratya direction. It is very 
inauspicious. It may ruin residents. To expand naitratya direction in south creates troubles 
for female family members and if it is expanded in west direction, male members of family 
face problems. If gate of house or its boundary wall is situated in Naitratya direction, it is 
inauspicious. On this account, residents of such house may suffer from serious diseases. 
Besides it, they may have to face troubles due to accidents, court cases, defamation, 
prisonment etc. Any well should not be situated in Naitratya direction. It increases no. of 
patients in the house. Family members may commit suicide due to mental trouble. If any 
room is built in Naitratya direction of house, any window should not make in Naitratya 
direction. It is inauspicious. 

According to Vastu, tall trees should plant in this direction. It enhances wealth, fortune, 
comfort and properity. Constructing stairs in this direction increases auspiciousness of 
house. Bedroom should be situated in Naitratya direction. It is auspicious. If any heap of 
soil is already present at plot in Naitratya direction, you should not try to remove it. 
Naturally made heaps in this direction confer auspicious results. 

Direction between south & west is called Naitratya direction. In house, Naitratya direction 
is much favourable for levotory or keeping useless and heavy things. According to Vastu 
experts, plot or house should be higher in this direction. It saves from enemies. To keep 
weapons and put blue or black coloured curtains or glasses in this direction is auspicious. 
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North-West (Vaybya) direction 

According to Vastu, if Aagney direction is higher and Naitratya & Vayvya portion is lower, 
it destroys the clan and causes defamation. If main gate of house is situated in south or 
Naitratya direction, inauspiciousness of Aagney direction will increase. If there is no  
emptyspace in north-east direction, it will give inauspicious results to house owner and 
residents. It will increase the possibility of occurring theft, quarrels, court cases, firy 
accidents etc. There should be no water source and any kind of pit etc. in Aagney 
direction. If aagney direction and south is lower than Ishan and direction, house owner will 
face financial crisis always i.e. he/she has to spend a deprived life. 

According to Vastu, to build toilet in Aagney direction is auspicious, but septic tank should 
not build in this direction. Septic tank should build in Vayvya direction. Outlet for passing 
the used water should not build in Aagney direction. It increases the comfort, peace and 
prosperity. Favourable affect of vaccant space in east direction increases the 
auspiciousness of Aagney direction. To build kitchen in Aagney direction is the best. 
Lower aagney direction in house is auspicious for its residents. 

Agni Dev is considered as lord of Aagney direction. Since it is the meeting point of east 
and south directions, therefore, it is influenced by Yam and Indra also. It is more energetic 
and powerful direction due to union of two directions. First direction is established here 
during Panch Shilanyas (Stone laying). Oven or other fire related equipments should be 
kept here. Red coloured curtains should fix in this direction. Any kind of water source or 
well etc. should not build here. 
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North-East (Ishan) direction 

According to vastu, if there are big pits in Vayvya and Vayvya is lower than Ishan, 
residents of such house may have to suffer from diseases and face court cases. If there is 
any kind of blemish in Vayvya Kon of a house, there is great possibility of being auctioned 
it. Kitchen should not be built in Vayvya direction. If kitchen is in Vayvya direction, guest  
willvisit your house more frequently which will increase your expanses. If Vayvya Kon is 
expanded, famly members may suffer from mental diseases. 

According to Vastu, Vayvya should be higher thn Ishan, but is should be lower than  
Aagneyand Naitratya. It is auspicious for family members. According to Vastu, if Vayvya 
Kon is extinct or engraved naturally from plot, it is auspicious. If there is no well or pit in 
vayvya direction of house, it is very auspicious. If main gate of house is situated towards 
western Vayvya, it confers favourable results. 

Vayvya direction is meeting point of west and north direction. Vayu is considered as lord 
of this direction. If vayvya direction is auspicious, no. of freinds will be more. Accordng to 
Vastu, making arrangement for storage of grains is much auspicious. Besides it, toilet or 
space for keeping animals can be built in this direction. Level of land in Vayvya direction 
should be higher. In this direction green coloured glasses and curtains should be used. 
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If north direction of Ishan Kon is smaller than east and any tall building is situated in north 
direction, female members of family may suffer from diseases and suffer from death like 
suffering. Besides it, financial crisis may occur. Boundary wall built in Ishan Kon shoud not 
be higher than north-east. It gives inauspicious results to residents. Never keep any kind  
ofgarbage in Ishan Kon. Kitchen should not be in Ishan direction. It creates quarrels in 
house. According to Vastu, if Ishan is closed due to any building or mount etc. and there 
are pits in Naitratya Kon, it is very inauspious. Such kind of house or plot harms wealth, 
fame, comfort, prosperity etc. 

Accoding to Vastu, if Ishan Kon is expanded it will give auspicious results. If Ishan is 
expanded towards east all people living in such kind of house will be gentle, practical and 
religious and will spend a financially prosperous life. If Ishan is lower or there are pits in 
this direction, it also auspicious. Residents of such house will will an affluent and 
comfortable life. Outlet built in Ishan direction for passage of used or rainy water is 
auspicious. Residents of such kind of house get an unended comfort of children and life a 
comfortable and prosperous life. Well, tubewell, handpump or other water sources in Ishan 
house will increase auspiciousness. It confers abundant wealth and property to the 
residents. 

Shiva is lord of Ishan direction. Plot or house should be lower in Ishan Kon like east 
direction. Worship room should be built in this direction. Water sources like well etc. and 
garden should be also made in this direction. It is auspicious. It increases wealth and no. 
of children. Ishan should not be very heavy. White or black coloured glasses and curtains 
shold be used in this direction. 
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Main gate of house should be always constructed in auspicious steps according to Vastu. 
It is auspicious. Always keep in mind that main gate is not situated in extended or carved 
part of plot. Don't construct main gate in the center of residential or commercial building. 
Such kind of gate is only favourable for religious places. Main gate in center of house  
ruinsfamily. Construct main gate in such a way that it opens inside of house and main gate 
should be bigger and more beautiful than other doors of house. Also, a threshold must 
build along with main gate. While constructing the main gate, always keep in mind that 
doors of both east & west and north & south should not infront of each other. Main gate of 
house should not be situated in front of any road, street or any kind of obstacle (Vedh). It is 
auspicious to make main gate away from any obstacle.

According to Vastu, best ration of length and height of main gate is 1:2. It can be 
increased as required, but it should not be 1:3. This ration is not applicable for  
commercialconstructions. 

In residential buildings no. of gates should be even like 2, 4, 6 and 8. But last digit should 
not be zero like 10, 20, 30 etc. Always establish main gate in Shubh Muhurat according to 
Vastu. If main door is made up wood, never use such kind of wood which would shrink or 
bend. If you are building a new house, don't use any kind of old doors. Keep cleaning and 
painting main gate from time to time. Also, decorate the main gate.

Always keep in mind that any door of house does not create any kind of sound while 
opening or closing it. It is inauspicious. For it keep applying oil on hinges. Main gate of 
house should be clean, beautiful and decorated. Om, Swastik, picture of Kuldevta, Laxmi, 
toran etc. should be made on main gate. Main gate should not be bent, curved or broken.  
Itincreases inauspiciousness in house. Back door of house should be smaller than other 
doors of house. 

Suggestions for main gate accorindg to Lal kitab Vastu

Suggestons for position of various rooms in house according to 
Lal kitab Vastu
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Suggestions for worship room accorindg to Lal kitab Vastu

Suitable place for main gate in house according to vastu 

If main gate is situated in the east, it is the most auspicious for Vastu. Therefore, it gets 
first rank as per auspiciousness. East facing main gate brings comfort and prosperity and 
in such kind of house good people keep visiting.

According to Vastu, main gate in west direction is also auspicious. It gets second rand 
after east facing main gate. Saturn is lord of west direction and benefactor of machine  
andiron related works. Hence, house where main gate is situated in west confers 
auspicious results for engineers and who do machinery or iron related works.

If main gate is situated in north direction, it is also auspicious according to Vastu. North 
facing house is related to benevolence and politeness of person. Religious deeds, 
worship, long journeys and any other kind of auspicious deeds confer auspicious results 
for the people who live in north facing house.

Main gate in south direction is not auspicious. People who live in south facing house 
should keep donating goat or things of Mercury like Moong Dal etc. doing so save them 
from diseases, unnecessary disputes or death like sufferings arisen due to disputed 
situations. 
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Suggestions for kitchen accorindg to Lal kitab Vastu

Suitable place for worship room in house according to vastu  

According to Vastu, Ishan is the best direction for worship room, but worship room can 
also build in east or north direction as per requirement. But worship room should not build 
in south. Since worship room can be built in study room, but it should keep in mind that 
there would be no joint toilet there. Worship room should not be bed room. Idols or photos 
of God and Goddess should keep on wooden chauki or throne in worship room. Floor of 
worship room should not higher than other rooms and useless things should not keep 
worship room.

Face of God & Goddess in should be towards east or north direction in worship room.

Photo of any living or dead person should not keep in worship room. Such kind of photos 
can put on souther wall of any other room of house. 
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According to Vastu, kitchen must build in Agni Kon. Quality of food enhances if it cooked 
in Agni kon while facing towards east. Therefore, slab for oven or gas should be built in 
easter wall and oven should keep towards Agni kon. If it is not possible to build kitchen in 
Agni kon due to any reason, it can be built in east or Vayvya direction, but kitchen should 
not build in Naitratya, Ishan and center of house. it is inauspicious. To keep oven at 
unfavourable places affects the health of family members and woman, who cooks food,  
willremain tensed often.

Keep boxes of spice towards your right hand side and make arrangement for washing 
utensils on your left hand side. Kitchen should not build over toilet, bathroom, worship  
roomor bedroom. Water related things like tap, wash basin, storage tank etc. should be in 
Ishan kon. Electrical appliances or main switch etc. should be in Agni Kon and fridge 
should keep in west direction. Useless things should not keep in kitchen.

Food cooked in kitchen situated in south will be some bitter, in north will sweet and in 
north-west will be light. Food cooked in kitchen situated in east may cause blood pressure 
and diabetes. If kitchen is situated in Ishan Kon, it reduces the appetite.

Place for keeping oven and wash basin should not at same platform in the kitchen. It 
creates quarrels in family. As a remedy keep a photo of Panchmukhi Hanuman between 
these two places. You can use any colour on floor and walls of kitchen, but as far as 
possible, you should not use white or black colour. 
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According to Vastu, Bedrooms should be built according to family members. Bedroom for 
family head should be built in south direction and for newly married couple it should be  
builtin Vayvya and north direction. Bedroom for guests should be built in Vayvya Kon.  
Don'tkeep iron bed in south-east. It causes financial losses and makes family members 
sick. Thereore, keep iron bed/ cot in west direction and fix plywood. It will not harm. House 
owner should sleep in the south-west room.

Bedroom should not build in Agni, Ishan or center. If bedroom is situated in Agni Kon, it 
creates quarrels among family members and makes their life distressed. Family  
membersalso face problems like court cases. If bedroom is situated in Ishan Kon, it 
causes financial losses and creates unneseccary obstacles. Due to this reason works get 
delayed. While laying the bed in bedroom, keep in mind that any beam etc. should not 
come above bed.

According to Shastra, head should be towards east or south whle sleeping. It is 

Suggestions for bedroom accorindg to Lal kitab Vastu

Suitable place for kitchen  in house according to vastu 
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Suggestions for dinning room accorindg to Lal kitab Vastu

Suitable place for bedroom in  house according to  vastu 

auspicious. Head should not be towards west or north. If you keep your head towards  
east,it increases knowledge, mind and education and if you keep your head towards 
south, it makes you longeval. But if you keep your head towards west, it increase mental 
tension and sadness.

Keep the windows in proper condition built on left hand side of bedroom. It reduces 
tension in married life. Keep floor of bedroom smooth. It enhances love between couples. 
Any kind of water source should not make in the bedroom otherwise any of family 
members may get into any love affair outside the house. 

If relations between married couple are not cordial and quarrel starts from wife, paint the 
walls pink of the bedroom, display beautiful paintings, use light pink curtains and play light 
music. If quarrel is started by husband, paint the walls red. Don't keep TV in bedroom. It 
will be very beneficial to put decorative objects made up of copper on walls and use pink 
or red coloured night lamp. If any child is of annoying nature, make his / her bedroom in 
north-west direction. 
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According to Vastu, guest room should be built in Vayvya Kon. It is good to keep sofa or 
mattress in guest room. Sofa or mattress should keep in south or west direction. Leave 
North and east space vacant. 

Suggestions for guest room accorindg to Lal kitab Vastu

Suitable place for dinning room in house according to  vastu 

If you don't want to make dinning room in the kitchen and want to make at any other place, 
make it in west directionof house or keep dinning table in west direction of a room where 
you want to have food. Square or rectangular shaped dinning table is better than circular  
oroval shaped table. Face should be towards east or north direction while having the food. 
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According to Vastu, study room in west and naitratya direction is more favourable.  
Person,who sits in this direction and studies, is able to concentrate on his/her studies. 
Messed up study room creates impediment in study. Hence, study room should be clean  
&decorated and books should not pile up on study table. Study table should keep in north 
or east direction and face of student should be towards north or east while studying. 

Suggestions for study room accorindg to Lal kitab Vastu

Suitable place for guest room in house accord ing to vastu 
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According to Vastu, best place for toilet is mid place between Naitratya and south 
direction. Toilet should not build in Agni Kon, Ishan Kon, east in the center of house. If  
toiletis attached to bedroom, then it should be in Vayvya Kon. Toilet pot should fix in such  
away that face of person should be towards north or south direction while sitting on it.  
Faceof person should not be towards east direction.

Don't build outer toilet along with east or north wall. If it is neseccery to build in north or  
eastdirection, don't build along with boundary wall. Leave some space between wall and 
toilet. Its floor should be lower than floor of house. 

Suggestions for toilet accorindg to Lal kitab Vastu

Suitable place for study room in house according to  vastu 
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East is the best direction for bathroom but toilet should not build it. If it is neseccery to  
buildtoilet in east, build toilet in Agni Kon and build bathroom in east. Bathroom should not 
build in Naitratya, Ishan and center of house. Wash basin can be made in east, ishan or 
north direction.

Bathroom outside of house should be built in south-west direction along with western wall 
of west direction or in south -west direction along with southern wall of south direction. If it 
is neseccery to build in east or north, then don't build along with boundary wall, leave  
somespace in between. Floor of bathroom should be lower than floor of house. As far as 
possible, build bathroom and toilet separately. 

Suggestions for bath room accorindg to Lal kitab Vastu

Suitable place for toile t in house according to vastu 
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According to Vastu, east or north is the best direction for drawing room in house, but it  
canbe built in any other direction also according to the main gate of house. Drwaingroom 
should be decorated specifically. Violent, fearing and horrible pictures should not display 
on walls of drawingroom, rather beautiful and attractive pictures should be used. Likewise, 
sharpened, pointed and thorny objects should not keep here. Keep fragnanced and 
attractive flowers here. 

Heavy and big furniture should keep in south or west and smaller and light furniture should 
keep towards north and east. Sitting arrangement should be made in such a way that 
place of chief of house should be towards south or west while sitting and his face should 
be towards north or east. Don't keep picture of flowing water in drawing room as your 
money will spend like water. Don't keep cactus plant in lawn or drawing, it increases 
tension in family. 

Suggestions for drawing room accorindg to Lal kitab Vastu

Suitable place for bath  room in house according to vastu 
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According to vastu, room situated in north direction is the best for Tijori. Tijori should keep 
in south wall of north room and it should be north facing. If tijori is fixed in wall or in almirah, 
keep valuable items in tis upper most part or space. Tijori or valuable items should not 
keep in Ishan or Vayvya direction. When you keep wealth in Vayvya direction, it is not 
amassed in house as deposited money & financial loss occurs, and when you keep  
wealthin Ishan, money is not saved. 

Suggestions for Tijori (Safe) accorindg to Lal kitab Vastu

Suitable place for drawing room in house according to vastu 
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According to most of the Vasut experts, basement should not build in house, but due to 
increase in price and demand of land construction of basement has become necessity. 
Hence, if construction of basement is neseccery build it in north and east direction or build 
it across the house. Basement should never build in south or west direction. For business, 
basement in east or north direction is auspicious. 

Suggestions for basement accorindg to Lal kitab Vastu

Suitable place for Tijor i (Safe) in house according to vastu 
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According to Vastu, Naitratya direction is the best place for roof water tank. But if space  
isnot available, you can keep it in Vayvya Kon. If want to place tank in this direction, build  
aroom in Naitratya Kon which would be higher than water tank. Never plance or build a 
water tank in Ishan or north direction. 

Suggestions for water tank over roof accorindg to Lal kitab Vastu

Suitable place for basement in  house according to  vastu 
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According to Vastu, outn or west is the best direction for stairs and gate of stairs should 
be in east or south direction. If stairs are spiral, these should be clockwise. If stairs are 
built according to Vastu, these confers auspicious results always. 

Suggestions for stairs accorindg to Lal kitab Vastu

Suitable place for water tank in  house according to vastu 
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Suggestion for balcony according to Vastu

According to Vastushastra, it should keep in mind that no. of windows would be maximum 
in north or east, so that maximum air and light cant enter the house. It keeps health of 
family members good and reduces the chances of being sick. Hence it reduces the 
expenses of medicines, treatments etc. On the contrarory, if windows and doors are more 
in south or west direction, close them if possible otherwise put thick curtains on them. It 
keeps health of family members good and reduces back bitting. 

Suggestion for windows according to Lal-Kitab Vastu

Suitable place for stairs in house accord ing to vastu 
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According to Vastu, electrical appliances, meter board, electricity room etc. should be 
kept or fixed in Agni Kon. 

Suggestions for electricity meter board and main switch accorindg to Lal kitab 
Vastu

It should keep in mind while constructing the balcony keep in mind that it should cover 
more space in north or east, so that maximum air and light cant enter the house. It keeps 
health of family members good and reduces the chances of being sick. Hence it reduces 
the expenses of medicines, treatments etc. Place of balcony is depend on direction of 
plot. If plot is east facing, balcony should make towards east of north-east. If plot is north 
facing, balcony should make towards north of north-east. If plot is west facing, balcony 
should make towards west of north-west. If plot is east facing, balcony should make 
towards south of south-east. 
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According to Vastu, Vayvya and north or east direction is the best for vehicle parking. If it 
is not possible to make parking space in east, north or Vayvya direction and it is 
neseccery to make in south direction, then make in Agni Kon. Ishan or Naitratya kon is not 
auspicious for parking space. So, avoid these directions to make parking space here.

If plot is in east or north-east direction, make portico towards east. If plot is north facing, 
portico should be towards north. If plot is north-west facing, make portico in west towards 
north-west. If plot is south facing, make portico in south direction towards south-east. If  
plotis Agni Kon facing, make portico in south direction. If plot is east facing, but path is 
situated in north-east, make portico in north-east or east direction.

Garage should be built nearby servent's residence. If plot is east facing, make garage in 
south -east direction, if plot is north facing, make portico in north or norh-west, and if plot  
issouth facing, make portico in west of south-west. 

Suggestions for garage or car parking accorindg to Lal kitab Vastu

Suitable place for electricity mete r board and  main switch in house according to vastu 
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According to Vastu, septic tank should be made in towards east of north, west, Vayvya or 
Agni Kon. It should also keep in mind, that septic tank should not be attached to 
foundation, wall or boundary wall of house. There must be a gap of 2-5 feet between them. 

Suggestions for septic tank accorindg to Lal kitab Vastu

Suitable place for garage or car parking in  house according to  vastu 
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According to Vastu, east, west, north or Ishan kon are the best directions for underground 
water sources like, well, boring, tubewell, tank etc. Underground water sources should be 
in these directions. Never build any water source in the center, Naitratya, Vayvya or Agni 
Kon of house. If water sources are situated in these directions, family members always 
remain worried and scared. If there is any river or pond near house in north direction of 
north-east, house owner gets auspicious results. River or pond situated in west, west of 
west-north, south of south-east, south and north-west is not auspicious.

Passage for used water should be made at proper place in house, otherwise 
accumulation of water may cause dampness that will weaken the walls. Family members 
may also fall sick as accumulated water may cause diseases.

In east facing house draingage pipe should be situated in east of east-north. In north 

Suggestions for well, boring and underground tank accorindg to Lal kitab 
Vastu

Suitable place for septic tank in house  according to vastu 
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Suitable place for well, boring and underground tank in house according to vastu 

facing house draingage pipe should be situated in north of east-north. In south facing 
house draingage pipe should be situated in south of east-south. In west facing house 
draingage pipe should be situated in west of west-north. 
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